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The Arizona English Language Arts Standards are the foundation to guide the construction and evaluation of English Language Arts programs in 

Arizona K-12 schools and the broader Arizona community.  

The Arizona English Language Arts Standards are: 

• Focused in a coherent progression across grades K-12,  

• Aligned with college and workforce expectations,  

• Inclusive of rigorous content and applications of knowledge through higher-level thinking,  

• Research and evidence based, 

• Broad in nature, allowing for the widest possible range of student learning, and 

• Designed as an integrated approach to literacy. 
 
The standards are neither curriculum nor instructional practices. 
While the Arizona English Language Arts Standards may be used as the basis for curriculum, they are not a curriculum. Therefore, identifying the 
sequence of instruction at each grade - what will be taught and for how long- requires concerted effort and attention at the local level. Curricular 
tools, including textbooks, are selected by the district/school and adopted through the local governing board. The Arizona Department of Education 
defines standards, curriculum, and instruction as: 
 

Standards are what a student needs to know, understand, and be able to do by the end of each grade. They build across grade levels in a 
progression of increasing understanding and through a range of cognitive demand levels. Standards are adopted at the state level by the 
Arizona State Board of Education. 
 
Curriculum refers to resources used for teaching and learning the standards. Curricula are adopted at the local level.  
 
Instruction refers to the methods or methodologies used by teachers to teach their students. Instructional techniques are employed by 
individual teachers in response to the needs of the students in their classes to help them progress through the curriculum in order to master 
the standards. Decisions about instructional practice and techniques are made at a local level.  

 
 
Description of a Successful Arizona English Language Arts Student  

The description that follows offers a portrait of Arizona students who meet the standards set out in this document. As students advance through the 

grades and master the standards in Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening, and Language, they are able to exhibit with increasing depth and 

consistency these capacities of a literate individual: 

• Demonstrate academic independence;  

• Build strong content knowledge; 

• Respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and discipline; 

• Comprehend as well as critique; 

• Use technology and digital media strategically and capably; 

• Understand other perspectives and cultures. 



 
Coding for the English Language Arts Standards

Grade  

 Strand 

 

3.RL.3 

 
 

 
 



3rd Grade Overview  
Arizona’s English Language Arts Standards work together in a clear progression 

from kindergarten through 12th grade. This document provides a brief overview of 

the skills a student will learn at this grade. Each standard builds on the standard 

that came before and towards the standard that comes in the next grade level. Each 

standard is expected to be taught as appropriate for the grade-level. Some 

standards appear to have similar wording at multiple grade levels; however, it is 

understood that they are to be applied with increased focus to progressively more 

challenging texts and tasks.  

Reading Literature Standards  

• Proficiently and independently read a wide variety of grade-level appropriate 
literature  

• Apply a variety of strategies to comprehend, recount and paraphrase grade-
level literature  

• Demonstrate understanding of how parts of a text, such as chapters, build on 
each other  

• Determine the central idea of a text and how key details contribute to that 
central idea  

• Locate evidence in the text to support answers and opinions  

• Distinguish their point of view from that of the narrator or characters  

• Compare and contrast themes, settings, and plots of stories 
 
 
Reading Informational Standards 

• Proficiently and independently read a wide variety of grade-level appropriate 
informational texts  

• Demonstrate understanding of how parts of a text, such as specific paragraphs, 
build on each other  

• Determine the central idea of a text and how key details contribute to that 
central idea  

• Locate evidence in the text to support answers and opinions  

• Make connections between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or steps 

in technical procedures 

• Find the meaning of key vocabulary words in informational texts  

• Use various text features, such as glossaries, icons and indexes, to locate key 

facts and information  

• Apply a variety of strategies to comprehend, recount and paraphrase grade-
level informational text   

• Compare and contrast the most important points from two texts on the same 
topic 

 
Reading Foundational Skills 

• Read words with common prefixes and suffixes, focusing on Latin suffixes  

• Read irregularly spelled words   

• Read text with purpose and understanding, self-monitoring understanding  
 
 
Writing Standards 

• Write opinion and explanatory pieces that include evidence to support ideas, 
linking words, and a conclusion   

• Write narratives that include a clear sequence of events, descriptive details, 

dialogue, and words that indicate a change in time   

• Revise writing based on feedback from adults and peers  

• Conduct short research projects  

• Gather information from sources to answer a question  

• Produce writing that is organized for specific task, audience and purpose  
 
 
Writing Foundational Skills 

• Read, write and transcribe using manuscript and cursive writing 

• Spell regular two and three syllable words and single syllable words with less 
common spellings 

• Use resources such as dictionaries and thesauri to check spellings 
 
 
Speaking and Listening Standards  

• Engage in a range of collaborative discussions by asking and answering 
questions, reporting on topics  

• Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and audience 
 
 
Language Standards  

• Demonstrate proper usage of pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, and other parts of 
speech 

• Determine the meaning of unknown words using root words, prefixes, suffixes, 
context clues, and dictionaries  
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THIRD GRADE—READING STANDARDS



Reading: Text Complexity and the Growth of Comprehension 
 
The Arizona Reading standards place equal emphasis on the sophistication of what students read and the skill with which they read. Anchor 

Standard 10 (R.10) defines a grade-by-grade “staircase” of increasing text complexity that rises from beginning reading to the college, career, and 

military readiness level. Students must also show a steadily growing ability to discern more from, and make fuller use of text. This includes making 

an increasing number of connections among multiple ideas and texts, considering a wider range of textual evidence, and becoming more sensitive 

to inconsistencies, ambiguities, and poor reasoning in texts. An expanded definition of text complexity can be found in the glossary. 

 

Reading: Foundational Skills (K-5) 
 

The Arizona Reading Foundational Skills standards are directed toward fostering students’ understanding and working knowledge of concepts of 

print, the alphabetic principle, and other basic conventions of the English reading and writing system. These foundational skills are not an end in 

and of themselves; rather, they are necessary and important components of an effective, comprehensive reading program designed to develop 

proficient readers with the capacity to comprehend texts across a range of types and disciplines. Instruction should be differentiated; good readers 

will need much less practice with these concepts than struggling readers will. The point is to teach students what they need to learn and not what 

they already know- to discern when particular children or activities warrant more or less attention. 
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Key Ideas and Details 

3.RL.1  
Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

asks and answers questions to 
demonstrate understanding of a text 

asks and answers explicit questions 
to demonstrate understanding of a 

text, referring to the text as the basis 
for answers 

asks and answers questions to 
demonstrate understanding of a text, 
referring explicitly to the text as the 

basis for answers 

asks and answers complex questions 
to demonstrate understanding of a 

text, referring explicitly to the text as 
the basis for answers and making 

inferences where necessary 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models and guides students to use comprehension strategies and cite evidence to demonstrate understanding 

of literature.   

 

Comprehension strategies can include: 

connecting—relating prior knowledge to text 

questioning—deepening understanding of words and ideas in text through inquiry 

predicting—using ideas in text and prior knowledge to create a thoughtful guess about what may happen 

visualization or imaging/visualizing—using words and senses to create a mental picture about the text 

inferring—determining what the author means but doesn’t overtly state 

determining importance—using text structures and features topics, key details, main ideas, story elements, and 

summaries to help you understand what you read 

synthesizing—developing your own idea about the message you learned by determining which information is 

important and combining the key ideas 

 

Teacher models asking and answering questions relevant to the text and guides students in highlighting, underlining, or 

pointing to evidence found in the text that supports the answer. 

 

Students work independently, with a partner, or in a group to develop leveled questions based on text and cite 

evidence to support their answer. 

Harcourt:  
3-1 Theme 2: 229, 233 
3-2 Theme 1: 14J, 94G 
3-2 Theme 2: 146J, 151, 194J 
Guided Comprehension 
Question of the Day 
 
Ten Important Sentences 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 134-139 
 
Supplemental Resources: 
Blueprint for Intervention: Comprehension  
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Key Ideas and Details 

3.RL.2  
Recount and paraphrase stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson, 
or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key details in text. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies details that recount stories; 
identifies explicitly stated central 

messages, lessons, or moral 

identifies key details that recount 

stories; determines central 
messages, lessons, or moral 

recounts stories, including fables, 
folktales, and myths from diverse 
cultures; determines the central 
message, lesson, or moral and 

explains how it is conveyed through 
key details in the text 

 

provides key details that completely 
recount stories; determines implicitly 
stated central messages, lessons, or 
morals; and explains how these are 
conveyed through key details in the 

text 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher uses think-alouds while completing a graphic organizer or focused notes to identify important details that 

support the central message or moral.  

 

Teacher guides students to use a graphic organizer or Focused Note-taking with a partner or group to identify the 

important details and determine the central message, lesson, or moral.  

 

Teacher uses think-alouds to demonstrate how to use a graphic organizer to orally recount and paraphrase stories to: 

• include a main idea. 

• include the most important details in order. 

• explain the central message, lesson, or moral. 

• reference the text for support. 

 

Students recount and paraphrase stories using a graphic organizer and/or focused notes to explain the central 

message, lesson, or moral and reference the text for support. 

Harcourt:  
3-1 Theme 2: 212, 262 
3-1 Theme 3: 380 
3-2 Theme 1: 14I, 60I, 92 
3-2 Theme 2: 168I, 192, 262I 
 
Social Studies: Communities 
TE: 194-195 
TE: 406-407 (Also SS Standard S2C2 PO 1 
and 3) 
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Key Ideas and Details 

3.RL.3 
Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of 
events. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies basic elements (e.g., traits, 
motivations, or feelings) of characters 

in a story 

identifies basic elements (e.g., traits, 
motivations, or feelings) of characters 

in a story and explains how these 
elements contribute to the story 

describes characters in a story (e.g., 
traits, motivations, or feelings) and 

explains how their actions contribute 
to the sequence of events 

describes complex elements (e.g., 
traits, motivations, or feelings) of 
complex characters in a story and 

explains how their actions contribute 
to a complex sequence of events 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher uses think-alouds to model identifying characterization (what characters say, think, and/or do) using: 

• characters’ actions 

• dialogue 

• description of characters throughout the story 
 
Teacher models and guides students in completing graphic organizers and/or Focused Note-taking to show the 
relationship between events and characters in a story. 
 
Teacher models identifying how characters’ responses to events affect the development of the story. 
 
Students describe characters’ attributes (e.g., actions, dialogue, traits) through discussion or use of a graphic organizer 
and/or focused notes. 
 
Students explain how the different attributes of the characters affect their actions in the story. 
 
Students explain how the characters’ actions affect the sequence of events. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
3-1 Theme 1: 54 
3-1 Theme 2: 162, 260 
3-1 Theme 3: 308 
3-2 Theme 1: 18, 40 
3-2 Theme 2: 182, 202 
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Craft and Structure 

3.RL.4  
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

uses easily located, explicitly stated 
details in order to determine the 
meanings of familiar words and 

phrases as they are used in a text 

 

uses details from the text in order to 
determine the meaning of words and 

phrases as they are used in a text 

determines the meaning of words 
and phrases as they are used in a 

text, distinguishing literal from 
nonliteral language 

determines the meaning of unfamiliar 
words and phrases as they are used 
in a text, distinguishing literal from 

nonliteral language 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides examples of nonliteral (figurative) language such as idioms, similes, metaphors, hyperboles, and/or 

personification. 

 

Students contrast literal and nonliteral meanings of figurative language (e.g., pulling my leg, quiet as a mouse, stone 

cold, my backpack weighs a ton, rain kissed my cheek). 

 

Teacher provides direct instruction in how to use the context of the text to determine if the phrase is literal or nonliteral. 

 

Students highlight and discuss figurative language as it is encountered in the text and determine its meaning. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
3-1 Theme 2: 187, 193, 204, 212,   
                       223K 
3-1 Theme 3: 294, 329K, 335, 363,  
                      392, 394 
3-2 Theme 1: 35A, 59C, 93D 
3-2 Theme 2: 167I, 203, 247 
3-2 Theme 3: 387 
 
www.harcourtschool.com 
 

 

http://www.harcourtschool.com/
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Craft and Structure  

3.RL.5  
Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, using terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; 
describe how each successive part builds on earlier sections. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

refers to easily identified parts of 
stories, dramas, and poems, using 
terms such as chapter, scene, and 

stanza 

refers to parts of stories, dramas, and 
poems, using terms such as chapter, 
scene, and stanza; identifies how one 

part builds on an earlier section 

refers to parts of stories, dramas, 
and poems when writing or speaking 

about a text, using terms such as 
chapter, scene, and stanza; 

describes how each successive part 
builds on earlier sections 

refers to intricate parts of stories, 
dramas, and poems when writing or 
speaking about a text, using terms 

such as chapter, scene, and stanza; 
explains how each successive part 

builds on earlier sections 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides direct instruction on terminology used to refer to structure of text (e.g., chapter, scene, stanza, stage 

directions, verse, act). 

 

Teacher leads discussion on how the structure of text impacts the development of the story, drama, or poem. 

 

Students identify the different parts of stories, dramas, and poems and use specific terminology when referring to the 

text. 

 

Students describe how the structure supports the text (e.g., how the stage directions in a play provide information). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
3-2 Theme 2: 72-73 
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Craft and Structure  

3.RL.6  
Distinguish one’s own point of view from that of the narrator or those of the characters. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies the points of view of the 
narrator or characters 

distinguishes his or her own point of 
view from explicitly stated points of 
view of the narrator or characters 

distinguishes his or her own point of 
view from that of the narrator or 

those of the characters 

distinguishes his or her own point of 
view from implicitly stated points of 
view of the narrator or those of the 

characters 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models identifying and explaining the role of the narrator in the story and distinguishing differences in the point 

of view of the narrator or characters by citing evidence from the text. 

 

Teacher guides students in comparing and contrasting their own point of view from that of the narrator or characters. 

 

Students state their own point of view or opinion with supporting evidence from the text. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 2: 258 
3-2 Theme 1: 46 
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

3.RL.7  
Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, 
emphasize aspects of a character or setting). 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

uses specific aspects of a text's simple 
illustrations to understand the text and 
identifies explicit details about how the 
illustrations reflect characters, setting, 

or mood 

uses specific aspects of a text's 
illustrations to understand the text and 

makes lower-level inferences about 
how the illustrations reflect characters, 

setting, or mood 

explains how specific aspects of a 
text's illustrations contribute to what 
is conveyed by the words in a story 

(e.g., emphasize aspects of a 
character or setting, create mood) 

analyzes how specific aspects of a 
complex text's illustrations contribute 
to a more thorough understanding of 

the text; makes higher-level 
inferences about how the illustrations 
reflect characters, setting, or mood 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher explains the importance of illustrations and how they enhance understanding of text and guides students 

through analysis of how illustrations enrich meaning of text. 

 

Students explain the connection between illustrations and text. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 2: 215 
3-1 Theme 3: 387L, 329L 
3-2 Theme 1: 46 
3-2 Theme 2: 216 

 

 

3.RL.8 (Not Applicable to Literature) 
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

3.RL.9  
Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same author about the same or similar characters (e.g., 
in books from a series). 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies simple and explicit themes, 
settings, and plots of stories written by 

the same author about the same or 
similar characters (e.g., in books from 

a series) 

describes explicitly stated themes, 
settings, and plots of stories written by 

the same author about the same or 
similar characters (e.g., in books from 

a series) 

compares and contrasts the themes, 
settings, and plots of stories written 
by the same author about the same 
or similar characters (e.g., in books 

from a series) 

compares and contrasts highly 
complex, implicitly stated themes, 

settings, and plots of stories written 
by the same author about the same or 
similar characters (e.g., in books from 
a series); makes inferences to identify 

support used by authors 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher guides students in completing a chart, or a graphic organizer, of story elements using stories by the same 

author.  

 

Teacher guides a group discussion on comparing and contrasting the elements of the stories. 

 

Students create a graphic organizer of story elements using stories by the same author and can discuss similarities and 

differences between stories through small group discussion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplemental Resources: 
MPS Library Services (eBooks) 
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Reading Standards for Literature 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 

3.RL.10  
By the end of year, proficiently and independently read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text 
complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate to grade 3. 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher identifies and uses a variety of text appropriate for third grade. 

 

Teacher uses scaffolding and support at higher levels to build background knowledge, vocabulary, rate (pacing), 

accuracy (precision), prosody (expression), and exposure to different text types. 

 

Teacher models previously taught strategies for comprehension of appropriately leveled stories, dramas, and poetry. 

 

Students participate in reading stories, dramas, and poetry which may include: 

• choral reading 

• partner reading 

• independent reading 

 

Students demonstrate comprehension of stories, dramas, and poetry through application of strategies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt Lexile Levels – MPS Elementary 
English Language Arts website 
 
Social Studies: Communities  
TE: 66, 128 - poetry 

 
 

http://www.mpsaz.org/bskills/elementary/read_el/elem_read_intra/ele_rdg_toolkit/#Lexile%20Levels
http://www.mpsaz.org/bskills/elementary/read_el/elem_read_intra/ele_rdg_toolkit/#Lexile%20Levels
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Key Ideas and Details 

3.RI.1  
Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

asks and answers questions to 
demonstrate understanding of a text 

asks and answers explicit questions to 
demonstrate understanding of a text, 
referring to the text as the basis for 

answers 

asks and answers questions to 
demonstrate understanding of a 

text, referring explicitly to the text as 
the basis for the answers 

asks and answers complex questions 
to demonstrate understanding of a 

text, referring explicitly to the text as 
the basis for answers and making 

inferences where necessary 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models and guides students to use comprehension strategies and cites evidence to demonstrate 

understanding of informational text.   

 

Comprehension strategies are: 

connecting—relating prior knowledge to text 

questioning—deepening understanding of words and ideas in text through inquiry 

predicting—using ideas in text and prior knowledge to create a thoughtful guess about what may happen 

imaging—using words and senses to create a mental picture about the text 

inferring—determining what the author means but doesn’t overtly state 

 

Teacher models asking and answering questions relevant to the text. 

 

Teacher models and guides students in highlighting, underlining, or pointing to evidence found in a text that supports 

the answer. 

 

Students work with a partner or group to develop questions based on text. 

 

Students work with a partner or group to answer questions as they cite evidence from the text. 

 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
See Guided Comprehension  
 
 
Science: 
Fossils TG  
Rocks and Minerals TG 
Rock Records TG 
Survival: Animal Adaptations TG 
Making Music TG 
How Many Ants in an Anthill TG 
Plant Power TG 
Exploring Ecosystems TG 
A World of Plants TG 
Flowers TG 
 
Social Studies: Communities 
Curriculum Connections-135f 
TE: 138-139  
 
Supplemental Resources: 
Blueprint for Intervention: Comprehension  
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Key Ideas and Details 

3.RI.2 
Determine the main idea of a text; recount and paraphrase the key details and explain how they support the main idea. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies an explicitly stated main idea 
of a text; identifies key details to 

recount the main idea 

determines the main idea of a text; 
identifies key details to recount the 

main idea 

determines the main idea of a text; 
recounts key details and explains 
how they support the main idea 

determines an implicitly stated main 
idea of a text; recounts key details 
and explains how they support the 

main idea 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides direct instruction in paraphrasing and summarizing the text’s main idea and key details sequentially 

and guides students to use the key details to determine the main idea. 

 

Teacher demonstrates paraphrasing through altering words and sentence structure.  

 

Students work with a partner or group to identify important details and determine the main idea.  

 

Students recount, paraphrase, and summarize informational text by stating the main idea and citing evidence from the 

text for support.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
3-1 Theme 2: 206C, 256C 
3-2 Theme 2: 168I, 200, 206 
 
Science: 
Rocks and Minerals TG 
How Many Ants in an Anthill TG 
A World of Plants TG 
 
Social Studies: Communities 
TE: 6-7, Workbook p. 1 
TE: 354-355 (SS Standard S3C2 PO2) 
 
Supplemental Resources: 
Blueprint for Intervention: Comprehension 
Social Studies: Communities 
TE: 15 
Curriculum Connections: 1f, 349f  
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Key Ideas and Details 

3.RI.3  
Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, 
using language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies historical events, scientific 
ideas, or some steps in technical 

procedures in a text, using language 
with an attempt at time or sequence 

describes simple relationships 
between historical events, scientific 

ideas or concepts, or steps in technical 
procedures in a text, using vague 

language that pertains to time, 
sequence, and cause/effect 

describes the relationship between a 
series of historical events, scientific 

ideas or concepts, or steps in 
technical procedures in a text, using 

language that pertains to time, 
sequence, and cause/effect 

analyzes complex relationships 
between a series of historical events, 

scientific ideas or concepts, or steps in 
technical procedures in a text with 

immerging application, using academic 
language that pertains to time, 

sequence, and cause/effect 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models making connections using specific language pertaining to: 

• time (timeline) 

• sequence (transition words, steps in a science experiment, recipe, craft project) 

• cause and effect (if, then) 

• compare and contrast (historical text to present day) 

 

Teacher guides students to make connections when analyzing: 

• technical directions in manuals/procedures/websites 

• science experiments/journals 

• math journals 

• photographs/illustrations/timelines 

 

Students describe relationships between events, ideas, or steps using:   

• graphic organizers (e.g., word webs, T-charts, Venn diagram) 

• timelines 

• group discussions 

• Focused Note-taking 

 

 

Science: 
Rocks and Minerals TG 
A Log’s Life TG 
Making Music TG 
How Many Ants in an Anthill TG 
Animal Adaptations TG 
Plant Power TG 
A World of Plants TG 
 
Supplemental Resources: 
MPS Library Services (eBooks) 
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Craft and Structure 

3.RI.4 
Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject 
area. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

uses easily located, explicitly stated 
details in order to determine the 
meaning of basic academic and 

domain-specific words and phrases in 
a text relevant to a grade 3 topic or 

subject area 

 

uses details from the text in order to 
determine the meaning of basic 

academic and domain-specific words 
and phrases in a text relevant to a 

grade 3 topic or subject area 

determines the meaning of general 
academic and domain-specific words 

and phrases in a text relevant to a 
grade 3 topic or subject area 

determines the meaning of advanced 
academic and domain-specific words 

and phrases in a text relevant to a 
grade 3 topic or subject area 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models strategies to understand or clarify terminology by: 

• using knowledge of affixes, base words, and roots. 

• viewing illustrations, photographs, and graphics.  

• comparing similarities to known words. 

• determining how the word is used in a sentence/passage. 

• using resources such as a glossary, dictionary, or thesaurus. 

 

Students apply these strategies to assist with comprehension of text. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
Using Reading Strategies, xxxix 
3-1 Theme 2: 206, 256L 
3-2 Theme 2: 168L, 168-169, 173, 194-195 
 
Science: 
Rocks and Minerals TG 
How Many Ants in an Anthill TG 
Plant Power TG 
Exploring Ecosystems TG 
A World of Plants TG 
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Craft and Structure 

3.RI.5  
Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate information relevant to a given topic efficiently. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

uses basic text features and search 
tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, 
hyperlinks) to locate information 

explicitly stated in the text 

uses basic text features and search 
tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, 
hyperlinks) to locate information 

relevant to a given topic 

uses text features and search tools 
(e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) 

to locate information relevant to a 
given topic efficiently 

uses complex text features and 
advanced search tools (e.g., key 
words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to 

analyze and interpret information 
relevant to a given topic efficiently 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models the use of text features and search tools to locate information within a variety of resources (e.g., MPS 
library resources, Science/Social Studies kits, table of contents, indexes, digital media). 
 
Students use text features and search tools to efficiently find specific information in a variety of texts/media. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
3-1 Theme 2: 206I 
3-2 Theme 3: 402-405 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 306, 365, H62-H66 
 
Science: 
Fossils TG 
Rocks and Minerals TG 
How Many Ants in an Anthill TG 
A World of Plants TG 
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Craft and Structure 

3.RI.6  
Distinguish one’s own point of view from that of the author of a text. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies the point of view of the 
author of a text 

distinguishes his or her own point of 
view from an explicitly stated point of 

view of the author of a text 

distinguishes his or her own point of 
view from that of the author of a text 

distinguishes his or her own point of 
view from an implicitly stated point of 

view of the author of a text 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher leads a discussion about what question(s), explanation(s), or description(s) the author wanted to convey in the 

text. 

 

Teacher uses think-alouds to model connecting the text to students’ prior knowledge to help them develop their own 

points of view. 

 

Teacher uses graphic organizers and/or Focused Note-taking to compare/contrast the author’s point of view to the 

students’ point of view.  

 

Students complete a graphic organizer and/or Focused Note-taking to distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the author. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
3-1 Theme 2: 206H, 210, 256G-256H 
3-2 Theme 2: 190 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 420-421 
 
Social Studies Communities  
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

3.RI.7  
Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in a text to demonstrate understanding of the text 
(e.g., where, when, why, and how key events occur). 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies information gained from 
simple illustrations (e.g., maps, 
photographs) and the explicit 

statements within a text to 
demonstrate understanding of the 

text 

uses information gained from simple 
illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) 

and words in a text to demonstrate 
understanding of the text (e.g., where, 

when, why, and how key events 
occur) 

uses information gained from 
illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) 

and the words in a text to 
demonstrate understanding of the text 
(e.g., where, when, why, and how key 

events occur) 

 

analyzes information gained from 
complex illustrations (e.g., maps, 
photographs) and the inferences 

within a text to demonstrate 
understanding of the text 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides multiple examples of information using text and technology (e.g., web pages, graphics, electronic 

devices). 

 

Teacher facilitates a discussion with students to identify and explain what additional information is gained from the 

images. 

 

Teacher asks questions pertaining to illustrations and text. 

 

Students reference illustrations and text when answering questions pertaining to key events. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt:  
3-2 Theme 3: 347J, 370E, 399L,  
                       417J 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 375 
 
Science: 
Rocks and Minerals TG 
Plant Power TG 
Exploring Ecosystems TG 
 
Supplemental Resources: 
Social Studies: Communities  
TE: 4-5 
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

3.RI.8  
Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/ 
third in a sequence). 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies the simple connections 
between particular sentences in a text 

(e.g., comparison, cause/effect, 
first/second/third in a sequence) 

identifies the logical connections 
between particular sentences and 

paragraphs in a text (e.g., 
comparison, cause/effect, 

first/second/third in a sequence) 

describes the logical connections 
between particular sentences and 

paragraphs in a text (e.g., 
comparison, cause/effect, 

first/second/third in a sequence) 

describes the complex connections 
between particular sentences and 
paragraphs in a text using textual 

evidence (e.g., comparison, 
cause/effect, first/second/third in a 

sequence) 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher uses think-alouds to: 

• explain the connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text, with the use of signal words, to 

help determine whether the association is a comparison, cause/effect, or sequence. 

• describe how the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text help the reader 

understand the author's purpose. 

 

Teacher and students complete and utilize graphic organizers (e.g., sequential flow chart, Venn diagram) to describe 

the connections in text. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 254-257, 334-338 
 
Science: 
Rocks and Minerals TG 
Animal Adaptations TG 
 
Social Studies: Communities 
TE: 70-71, 204-205, 286-287 
 
Supplemental Resources: 
Social Studies Communities 
Curriculum Connections 65f, 199f, 281f 
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

3.RI.9  
Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on the same topic. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies the most important points 
and key details presented in a text 

describes the most important points 
and key details presented in two texts 

on the same topic 

compares and contrasts the most 
important points and key details 

presented in two texts on the same 
topic 

compares and contrasts the most 
important points and key details 

presented in two texts on the same 
topic and provides textual evidence to 

support these comparisons 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models using discussion or graphic organizers to compare similarities and differences in important points and 

key details between two texts on the same topic. 

 

Students use discussion or graphic organizers to compare similarities and differences in important points and key 

details between two texts on the same topic. 
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Reading Standards for Informational Text 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 

3.RI.10  
By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies, 
science, and technical texts, in a text complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate to grade 3. 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher identifies and uses a variety of informational and functional texts (e.g., menus, directions, recipes, forms, 

biographies, autobiographies). 

 

Teacher provides scaffolding and support with the use of graphs, charts, maps, or digital sources to gather information 

on a range of topics.  

 

Teacher models the use of graphs, charts, maps, Focused Note-taking, or digital sources to gather information on a 

wide range of topics while building background knowledge, vocabulary, and concepts. 

 

Students participate in reading informational and functional texts which may include: 

• guided reading 

• partner reading 

• independent reading 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harcourt: 
Text Comprehension Instruction: 
 xiv- xv 
3-1 Theme 3: 303A-303B 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 334-339 
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Reading Foundational Skills  

Common graphemes (spellings) are listed in the following table for each of the sounds. Note that the term grapheme refers to a letter or letter combination that corresponds to 

one speech sound. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Graphemes in the word list are among the most common spellings, but the list does not include all possible graphemes for a given consonant.  Most graphemes are more than    
one letter. 

Reading Foundational Skills taken from the Arizona’s English Language Arts Standards Glossary. 

Phoneme Word Examples 

Common Graphemes 
(Spellings) for the 

Phoneme* 

/p/ pit, spider, stop p 

/b/ bit, brat, bubble b 

/m/ mitt, comb, hymn m, mb, mn 

/t/ tickle, mitt, sipped t, tt, ed 

/d/ die, loved d, ed 

/n/ nice, knight, gnat n, kn, gn 

/k/ cup, kite, duck, chorus, folk, quiet k, c, ck, ch, lk, q 

/g/ girl, Pittsburgh g, gh 

/ng/ sing, bank ng, n 

/f/ fluff, sphere, tough, calf f, ff, gh, ph, lf 

/v/ van, dove v, ve 

/s/ sit, pass, science, psychic s, ss, sc, ps 

/z/ zoo, jazz, nose, as, xylophone z, zz, se, s, x 

/th/ thin, breath, ether th 

/th/ this, breathe, either th 

/sh/ shoe, mission, sure, charade, precious, 
notion, mission, special 

sh, ss, s, ch, sc, ti, si, ci 

/zh/ measure, azure s, z 

/ch/ cheap, future, etch ch, tch 

/j/ judge, wage j, dge, ge 

/l/ lamb, call, single l, ll, le 

/r/ reach, wrap, her, fur, stir r, wr, er, ur, ir 

/y/ you, use, feud, onion y, (u, eu), i 

/w/ witch, queen w, (q)u 

/wh/ where wh 

/h/ house, whole h, wh 

Phoneme Words Examples 
Common Graphemes 

(Spellings) for the 
Phoneme* 

/ē/ 
see, these, me, eat, key, happy, 
chief, either 

ee, e_e, -e, ea, ey, -y, ie, 
ei 

/ĭ/ sit, gym i, y 

/ā/ 
make, rain, play, great, baby, eight, 
vein, they 

a_e, ai, ay, ea, -y, eigh, 
ei, ey 

/ĕ/ bed, breath e, ea 

/ă/ cat a 

/ī/ time, pie, cry, right, rifle i_e, ie, -y, igh, -i 

/ŏ/ fox, swap, palm o, wa, al 

/ŭ/ cup, cover, flood, tough u, o, oo, ou 

/aw/ saw, pause, call, water, bought aw, au, all, wa, ough 

/ō/ vote, boat, toe, snow, open o_e, oa, oe, ow, o- 

/oo/ took, put, could oo, u, ou 

/ū/ [oo] moo, tube, blue, chew, suit, soup oo, u_e, ue, ew, ui, ou 

/y/ /ū/ use, few, cute u, ew, u_e 

/oi/ boil, boy oi, oy 

/ow/ out, cow ou, ow 

er her, fur, sir er, ur, ir 

ar cart ar 

or sport or 
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Reading Standards: Foundational Skills 

Phonics and Word Recognition 

3.RF.3  
Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding one-syllable or multisyllabic words (a, b, c, d). 
 

                                            MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

a. Identify and know the 
meaning of the most common 
prefixes and derivational 
suffixes. 

Teacher provides direct instruction in common prefixes (e.g., un, re, in, im, 

dis). 

Teacher provides direct instruction in common suffixes (e.g, s, es, ed, ing, ly, 

er, tion). 

Students determine the meaning of common prefixes and suffixes. 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 3: 303C, 304I, 355B, 356I,   
                      356L 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: H14-H15 
Supplemental Resources: 
Phonics Lesson Library 

b. Decode words with common 
Latin suffixes. 

Teacher provides direct instruction in common Latin suffixes (e.g., able, 
ible, ation, fy, ify, ment, ty, ity) using the following strategies: 

• dividing words into the root/base word and its Latin suffix 

• applying knowledge of blending to each syllable 

• blending each syllable together 
 

Students read words containing common Latin suffixes fluently. 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: 55 
3-1 Theme 3: 387A 
3-2 Theme 2: 261K 
3-2 Theme 3: 317I 
Supplemental Resources: 
Phonics Lesson Library 
Sound Spelling Mapping 
Blueprint for Intervention: 
Multisyllable Routines 

c. Apply knowledge of the six 
syllable types to read grade-
level words accurately. 

Teacher provides direct instruction using the gradual release model “I Do, We Do, 
You Do” to teach the six syllable types: 

• closed syllable: one vowel letter followed by one or more consonants         
(e.g., fabric, splendid) 

• long vowel silent –e syllable: one vowel letter followed by one consonant 
letter and a silent –e at the end (e.g., admire, compute) 

• open syllable: a syllable that ends with a long vowel sound spelled with 
one vowel letter with no consonant letters after the vowel (e.g., silent, 
revise) 

• vowel team syllable: two vowel letters side by side (e.g., raisin, exploit) 

• consonant –le syllable: one consonant letter plus the letter “l” and then 
the vowel letter “e” at the end (e.g., noodle, scramble) 

• vowel –r syllable: one vowel letter followed by the consonant letter “r” 
which may or may not be followed by other consonants (e.g., garlic, 
prosper) 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: 14L, 153C 
3-1 Theme 2: 193C, 255A 
3-1 Theme 3: 388L 
 
Supplemental Resources: 
Phonics Lesson Library 
Sound Spelling Mapping 
Blueprint for Intervention: Multisyllable Routines 
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Reading Standards: Foundational Skills 

Phonics and Word Recognition 

3.RF.3  
Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding one-syllable or multisyllabic words (a, b, c, d). 
 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

d. Read grade-level appropriate 
irregularly spelled words. 

Teacher provides direct instruction in recognizing words that have spelling 
patterns that do not follow normal pronunciation rules (e.g., though, again, 
brought, feather, women).  
 
Teacher provides multiple opportunities to read irregularly spelled words in 
context. 
 
Students read grade appropriate irregularly spelled words with accuracy and 
fluency in a variety of contexts. 

 

Harcourt: 
See Word Work: Phonics/Word Study 
3-2 Theme 2: 297H, S63 
3-2 Theme 3: 323E 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 116-119, 138-139 
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Reading Standards: Foundational Skills 

Fluency 

3.RF.4  
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension (a, b, c). 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher demonstrates reading at an appropriate rate (speed). Teacher explains that the rate changes based on the 

purpose and complexity of the text. 

Teacher models: 

• reading words accurately with automaticity 

• prosody (how to vary pitch, volume, speed, rhythm, and pause for expression) when reading text for 

understanding 

• setting a purpose for reading a variety of text 

• how punctuation enhances prosody and understanding 

 

Teacher provides multiple opportunities for students to practice with a variety of texts (e.g., stories, poems, web pages, 

directions, captions, timelines). 

 

Students can participate in repeated readings at their independent reading level with an appropriate accuracy and 

fluency goal set. 

 

Students preview and read on-level texts for understanding. 

 

Students participate in: 

• choral reading 

• partner reading 

• teacher-led cloze reading  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harcourt: 
Fluency Instruction, x- xi 
3-1 Theme 1: 33, 61, 93 
3-2 Theme 1: 25 
3-2 Theme 2: 59 
 
Supplemental Resources: 
  The Six-Minute Solution 
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Reading Standards: Foundational Skills 

Fluency 

3.RF.4  
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension (a, b, c). 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

a. Read grade-level text with 
purpose and understanding. 

Teacher models phrase reading and how punctuation enhances expression 

and understanding.  

Teacher provides multiple opportunities for students to practice fluency in a 

variety of texts including stories, poems, digital resources, menus, etc.  

Students preview and read on-level text for understanding. 

 

Harcourt: 
Fluency Instruction, x- xi 
Leveled Readers 
 

b. Read grade-level prose and 
poetry orally with accuracy, 
appropriate rate, and 
expression on successive 
readings. 

Teacher models fluency by reading prose and poetry at an appropriate rate 

and with expression. 

Students read grade-level prose and poetry with appropriate rate, accuracy, 

and prosody. 

Students are given multiple opportunities to read the same selection of prose 

or poetry aloud. 

 

Harcourt: 
See Index—Poetry 
3-1 Theme 3: 382-383, 356G, 388G, 182G 
3-2 Theme 1: 60G, 118G 
3-2 Theme 3: 300G 
 

c. Use context to confirm or self-
correct word recognition and 
understanding, rereading as 
necessary. 

Teacher models using decoding strategies to accurately read words.  

Students apply decoding strategies when reading words. 

Teacher models how to self-correct using context clues and self-correction 

strategies (e.g., confirm, self-question, reread) for accuracy and understanding 

when reading text. 

Students apply use of context clues and self-correction strategies for accuracy 

and understanding when reading text. 

 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: 14J, 23, 31, 51 
3-1 Theme 2: 169 
3-2 Theme 1: 14J, 19, 23, 67, 105 
3-2 Theme 2: 183 
See TE: Rereading for Fluency 
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THIRD GRADE—WRITING STANDARDS 

 



Writing: Text Types, Responding to Reading, and Research 

The Arizona Writing standards acknowledge the fact that while some writing skills, such as the ability to plan, revise, edit, and publish, are 

applicable to many types of writing, other skills are more properly defined in terms of specific writing types: arguments, informative/explanatory 

texts, and narratives. Standard 9 stresses the importance of the writing-reading connection by requiring students to draw upon and write about 

evidence from literary and informational texts. Because of the centrality of writing to most forms of inquiry, research standards are prominently 

included in this strand, though skills important to research are infused throughout all strands. 

 

 

Writing: Foundational Skills (K-3)  

The Arizona Writing Foundational Skills standards provide guidance to support handwriting skills, sound-letter concepts, and spelling conventions 

and patterns. Through frequent experiences starting at a young age, students begin to discover why and how we write, to generate ideas about how 

written language works, and to explore its uses. Beginning with pictures and progressing through phonetic spelling to more conventional writing, 

students develop the core skills for written communication. By the end of fifth grade, students will demonstrate proficiency in cursive writing. 

Foundational skills are not an end in and of themselves; rather, they are a necessary and important component of a comprehensive reading and 

writing program. 
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Writing Standards 

Text Types and Purposes 

3.W.1  
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, using reasons to support one’s point of view (a, b, c, d). 

 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

writes an opinion piece that lacks 
organization, does not include an 

introduction or conclusion or includes an 
ineffective one, and provides irrelevant 

reasons to support the opinion 

writes a loosely organized opinion piece 
with a simple introduction and conclusion, 
and provides limited reasons to support 

the opinion 

writes a well-organized opinion piece that 
introduces the topic, provides reasons 
that support the opinion, uses linking 
words and phrases, and provides a 

concluding statement 

writes a well-organized, multi-paragraph 
opinion piece that effectively introduces 

the topic, provides evidence that 
effectively supports the opinion, uses 

linking words and phrases, and provides 
an effective concluding statement 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides a model for opinion writing and support for instruction with standards W.1a-W.1d, which are not taught in a 
sequential manner and may be introduced in any order. 
Teacher models identifying an opinion in text as students listen for: 

• topic 

• words that express opinions (e.g., I think, I feel, I like, good, bad) 

• reasons the author feels the way s/he does 

• details to explain each reason 
Teacher provides an organizational structure for an opinion piece that includes: 

• an opinion statement 

• an organizational structure 

• reasons that support the opinion 

• linking words and phrases 

• a concluding statement or section 
Teacher uses a variety of mentor text (e.g., editorials, student writing, teacher writing) to show how authors enhance and expand 
meaning by: 

• creating text with distinct personal style and originality 

• adding support for opinions 

• including an organizational structure 

• adding a concluding statement or section 
 
Teacher models and guides students through the process of writing an opinion piece about a given topic while integrating the ELA 
Instructional Shift of Writing from Sources. 
Students write a variety of opinion pieces that include: 

• an opinion statement 

• an organizational structure 

• reasons that support the opinion 

• linking words and phrases 

• a concluding statement or section 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: 43, 69 
3-1 Theme 2: 216 
3-2 Theme 1: 28 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 11: Writing to Express an Opinion, TE: 

388-420 
 
Science: 
Plant Power TG 
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Writing Standards 

Text Types and Purposes 

3.W.1  
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, using reasons to support one’s point of view (a, b, c, d). 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

a. Introduce the topic or text, 
state an opinion, and create 
an organizational structure 
that lists reasons. 

 

Teacher guides students to brainstorm topics for an opinion piece based on provided sources for writing. 
Students form an opinion based on the information in the provided sources. 
Teacher leads a discussion with students on different techniques for crafting an introduction for an opinion piece (e.g., 
asking a question, using quotes from an expert source, saying something interesting about the topic) which includes 
their opinion statement. 
Students craft opinion statements that tell how they think or feel about the topic or text and integrate them into an 
introduction. 
 
Teacher instructs students in the organizational structure of an opinion piece, including multi-paragraph essays, that 
includes: 

• opinion statement 

• supporting sentences 

• closing sentence that sums up main points or main idea 
 
Students write opinion pieces, including multi-paragraph essays, with an organizational structure that includes: 

• opinion statement 

• supporting sentences 

• closing sentence that sums up main points or main idea 

b. Provide reasons that support 
the opinion. 

Teacher models how to support the opinion using reasons and details from the topic or text. 
Students generate and write strong reasons, including from sources, to support their opinion. 

c. Use linking words and 
phrases (e.g., because, 
therefore, since, for example) 
to connect opinion and 
reasons. 

Teacher reviews linking words and phrases used for the purpose of connecting opinion and reasons (note—this takes 
linking words and phrases beyond simply connecting paragraphs with words like first, next, etc. and expects students to 
use linking words that specifically connect their opinion and their reasons). 
 
Teacher models, through demonstration and think-alouds, use of strong linking words in mentor text. 
Students write supporting sentences using linking words and phrases to connect their opinions and reasons. 

d. Provide a concluding 
statement or section. 

Teacher models various concluding statements/sections and explains that they can: 
• sum up important points 

• repeat the writer’s opinion(s) in a new way 

• make a final comment 
Students write a concluding statement/section to summarize their opinion piece. 
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Writing Standards 

Text Types and Purposes 

3.W.2  

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly (a, b, c, d). 
This standard continues onto the next page. 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

writes an explanatory piece that lacks 
organization; does not include an 

introduction or conclusion or includes an 
ineffective one; and provides irrelevant 
facts, definitions, and details to support 

the topic 

writes a loosely organized explanatory 
piece with a simple introduction and 

conclusion; and provides limited facts, 
definitions, and details to support the topic 

writes a well-organized explanatory piece 
that introduces the topic; provides facts, 

definitions, and details to support the 
topic; uses linking words and phrases; 
and provides a concluding statement 

writes a well-organized, multi-paragraph 
explanatory piece that effectively 

introduces the topic; provides facts, 
definitions, and details that effectively 

support the topic; uses linking words and 
phrases; and provides an effective 

concluding statement 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides a model for informative/explanatory writing and support for instruction with standards W.2a - W.2d, which 
are not taught in a sequential manner and may be introduced in any order. 
Teacher models identifying the components of informative/explanatory text as students listen for: 

• topic (What is the author talking about?) 

• main idea (What does the author want to say about the topic?) 

• facts (What do they tell about the main idea?)  
Teacher provides an organizational structure for an informative/explanatory piece that includes: 

• topic sentence 

• supporting sentences with linking words and phrases 

• concluding statement/section 
Teacher uses a variety of mentor text to show how authors enhance and expand meaning by: 

• introducing the topic 

• grouping related information together 

• providing readers with facts on a topic 

• developing points to support each fact 

• including illustrations to aid comprehension 

• adding a concluding statement/section 
Teacher models and guides students through the process of writing an informative/explanatory paragraph about a given topic 
while integrating the ELA Instructional Shift of Writing from Sources. 
Students write a variety of informative/explanatory pieces which include: 

• topic sentence 

• supporting sentences in a logical order 

• linking words and phrases 

• concluding statement/section 
 

Examples of informative/explanatory writing include reports, facts, definitions, labels, lists, observations, journals, procedures, 
posters, pamphlets, news articles, media. 

Harcourt: 
Writing, xx- xxi 
3-1 Theme 2: 179, 181E-181F, 205E-205F 
3-2 Theme 1: 93E-93F 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 9: Explaining and Informing,  
TE: 320-353 
Science: 
Rocks and Minerals TG 
Exploring Ecosystems TG 
A World of Plants TG 
Flowers TG 
 
Supplemental Resources: 
Social Studies: Communities p. 17 
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Writing Standards 

Text Types and Purposes 

3.W.2  
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly (a, b, c, d). 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

a. Introduce a topic and group 
related information together; 
include illustrations when 
useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

Teacher guides students to brainstorm topics for an informative/explanatory piece based on provided sources for 
writing. 
 
Teacher leads a discussion with students on different techniques for crafting an introduction for an 
informative/explanatory piece to catch the reader’s interest (e.g., asking a question, using dialogue, saying something 
interesting about the topic). 
 
Students write an introduction that names the topic/main idea. 
 
Teacher guides students to use graphic organizers to group information together. 
 
Teacher instructs students in the possible organizational structures of an informative/explanatory piece (including multi-
paragraph essays) that group related information together. 
 
Students write informative/explanatory pieces, including multi-paragraph essays, with an organizational structure that 
groups related information together.  
 
Teacher uses mentor text to demonstrate how illustrations help convey meaning in informative/explanatory text. 
 
Students include illustrations as needed to enhance comprehension. 

b. Develop the topic with facts, 
definitions, and details. 

Teacher models how to support the topic with details relevant to the text arranged in an order that makes sense.  

 

Students use their developed graphic organizers to write an informative/explanatory piece using facts, definitions, and 

details to support their topic. 

c. Use linking words and 
phrases (e.g., also, another, 
and, more, but) to connect 
ideas within categories of 
information. 

Teacher reviews linking words and phrases used for the purpose of connecting ideas within categories of information 

(note—this takes linking words and phrases beyond simply connecting paragraphs with words like first, next, etc. and 

expects students to use linking words that specifically connect ideas within paragraphs). 

Students write supporting sentences using linking words and phrases to connect ideas within categories of information. 

d. Provide a concluding 
statement or section. 

 

Teacher models using a concluding statement or section to finish the writing piece. The concluding statement/section 

repeats the main idea in a new way or makes a final comment. 

Students write a closing statement/section to finish the piece and give a sense of completeness.   
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Writing Standards 

Text Types and Purposes 

3.W.3  
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event 
sequences (a, b, c, d). 

This standard continues onto the next page. 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides a model for narrative writing and support for instruction with standards W.3a–W.3d, which are not 

taught in a sequential manner and may be introduced in any order. 

 

Teacher models how a narrative develops real (personal narratives) or imagined (creative stories) experiences or 

events by: 

• establishing the situation 

• introducing a narrator and/or characters 

• organizing an event sequence that unfolds naturally 

• using dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings 

• using temporal words and phrases to signal event order 

• providing a sense of closure 

 

Teacher uses a variety of mentor text to show how authors enhance and expand meaning by: 

• sharing a real or imagined experience including sensory details  

• introducing and developing characters 

• choosing temporal words to show the passing of time 

• providing an appropriate ending 

 

Teacher models and guides students through the process of writing narratives while integrating the ELA Instructional 

Shift of Writing from Sources. 

 

Students write narratives (both personal narratives and creative stories) that: 

• establish the situation 

• introduce a narrator and/or characters 

• organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally 

• use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings 

• use temporal words and phrases to signal event order 

• provide a sense of closure 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: 99E-F, 153E-F 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 7 Writing a Personal Narrative, TE: 258 
Unit 8 Writing a Story, TE: 286 
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Writing Standards 

Text Types and Purposes 

3.W.3  
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event 
sequences (a, b, c, d). 
 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

a. Establish a situation and 
introduce a narrator and/or 
characters; organize an 
event sequence that 
unfolds naturally. 

Teacher models how to develop a situation in a narrative by introducing the setting, problem, and characters of the story in 
an easily identifiable format (e.g., play, story, movie).  
 
Teacher guides students in identifying the narrator and how characters are developed in mentor texts. 
 
Teacher models how to organize important details into a natural sequence of events to demonstrate how the situation is 
developed. 
 
Students develop a situation in a narrative by introducing the setting, problem, and characters in a natural sequence of 
events. 

b. Use dialogue and 
descriptions of actions, 
thoughts, and feelings to 
develop experiences and 
events or show the 
response of characters to 
situations. 

Teacher reviews use of quotation marks to show how the exact words a character says are punctuated. 
 
Teacher models how characters’ actions, thoughts, and feelings help develop the experiences and events of the narrative. 

 
Students write narrative pieces which include dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to help develop 
the experiences and events or show the response of characters to situations. 

c. Use temporal words and 
phrases to signal event 
order. 

Teacher reviews temporal words and phrases (e.g., first, next, last, then, before, after, following, finally, prior to, 

immediately, furthermore, at that time, at this point, previously, thereafter, soon, and, meanwhile, during, concurrently) that 

signal chronological order and sequence of events. 

 

Students write supporting sentences using temporal words to signal event order in their narratives. 

d. Provide a sense of 
closure. 

Teacher models using a conclusion to finish a narrative that: 

• provides a sense of closure 

• signals the end of the story  

• can leave readers feeling satisfied about the ending 

• can describe what the character felt or learned 

 

Students write a conclusion to finish their narrative. Students end the story and give the narrative a sense of 

completeness. 
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Writing Standards 

Production and Distribution of Writing 

3.W.4  
With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task and 
purpose. (Grade-specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1-3 above.) 
 
3.W.5  
With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and editing. 
(Editing for conventions should demonstrate command of Language standards 1-3 up to and including grade 3.) 
 

3.W.6  
With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing (using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact 
and collaborate with others. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

 
produces writing with guidance and 

support that includes incomplete and 
insufficient development, incomplete 
revision, and collaborative elements 

 

 
produces writing with guidance and 
support that includes incomplete or 
insufficient development, minimal 

revision, and collaborative elements 

 
produces writing with guidance and 
support that includes and exhibits 

development, revision, and 
collaborative elements 

 
produces writing with guidance and 
support that includes and exhibits 

complex development, concise 
revision, and collaborative elements 
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Writing Standards 

Production and Distribution of Writing 

3.W.4  
With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task and 
purpose. (Grade-specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1-3 above.) 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides tools for planning, revising, and editing, such as rubrics, checklists, and interactive word/grammar 

walls. 

Students refine details by adding, deleting and/or reorganizing. 

Students conference with teacher and/or peers. 

Students review their drafts for errors in conventions and edit as needed. 

The five step Writing Process is an effective strategy for helping students strengthen their writing: 

Prewriting 

• generate grade appropriate ideas through class discussions, events, pictures, and text selections (mentor text 

and writing from sources)  

• use graphic organizers 

Drafting 

• create a draft through modeled, shared, or independent writing 

Revising 

• reread original drafts scripted by teacher, group, or individual 

• add additional details 

• teacher emphasizes Six Traits as students revise 

• apply appropriate tools and strategies (e.g., peer review, checklists, rubrics) to revise the draft 

Editing 

• review the draft for errors in conventions (see Conventions in Language strand) 

• apply appropriate tools and strategies (e.g., peer review, checklists, rubrics) to edit the draft 

Publishing 

• share a finished piece of writing (e.g., author’s chair, bulletin boards, class books, class library, read-alouds, 

young authors’ celebrations, individual publications, send correspondence) 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: 99F, 129D 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 340, 341 
Vol. 3: 87A 
Vol. 4: 35K, 183K 
Vol. 5: 185M 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 205-206, 265-266 
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Writing Standards 

Production and Distribution of Writing 

3.W.5  
With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and editing. 
(Editing for conventions should demonstrate command of Language standards 1-3 up to and including grade 3.) 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides tools for planning, revising, and editing, such as rubrics, checklists, and interactive word/grammar 

walls. 

Students refine details by adding, deleting and/or reorganizing. 

Students conference with teacher and/or peers. 

Students review their drafts for errors in conventions and edit as needed. 

 

The five step Writing Process is an effective strategy for helping students strengthen their writing: 

Prewriting 

• generate grade appropriate ideas through class discussions, events, pictures, and text selections (mentor text 

and writing from sources)  

• use graphic organizers 

Drafting 

• create a draft through modeled, shared, or independent writing 

Revising 

• reread original drafts scripted by teacher, group, or individual 

• add additional details 

• teacher emphasizes Six Traits as students revise 

• apply appropriate tools and strategies (e.g., peer review, checklists, rubrics) to revise the draft 

Editing 

• review the draft for errors in conventions (see Conventions in Language strand) 

• apply appropriate tools and strategies (e.g., peer review, checklists, rubrics) to edit the draft 

Publishing 

• share a finished piece of writing (e.g., author’s chair, bulletin boards, class books, class library, read-alouds, 

young authors’ celebrations, individual publications, send correspondence). 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: 99F, 129D 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 340, 341 
Vol. 3: 87A 
Vol. 4: 35K, 183K 
Vol. 5: 185M 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 205-206, 265-266 
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Writing Standards 

Production and Distribution of Writing 

3.W.6  
With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing (using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact 
and collaborate with others. 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides models of published writing as examples (e.g., PowerPoint presentations, student blogs, web pages, 

Publisher documents, videos, podcasts, Google Docs and Slides). 

 

Students prepare writing in a format using multimedia appropriate to audience and purpose. 

 

Teacher provides consistent keyboarding fluency practice for students. 

MPS Educational Technology Website 
(including the resources page and the writing 
with technology page) 
 
MPS Library Services: 
Lib Guides and Databases 
 

http://www.mpsaz.org/edtech/resources/
http://www.mpsaz.org/edtech/resources/writing
http://www.mpsaz.org/edtech/resources/writing
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Writing Standards 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 

3.W.7 
Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

conducts minimal research and 
recalls some information from 

experiences and sources, sorting 
evidence into provided categories 

while providing evidence that is not 
relevant to the categories 

conducts some research and recalls 
some information from experiences 
and sources, sorting evidence into 
provided categories while providing 

some evidence that may not be 
sorted into the provided categories 

 

conducts research and recalls 
information from experiences and 
sources, sorting relevant evidence 

into provided categories 

conducts focused research and 
recalls applicable information from 
experiences and sources, sorting 
relevant evidence into provided 

categories 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models the research process by investigating a topic using more than one credible resource (e.g., books, 

websites, investigations, experiments, focused notes).  

 

Teacher models and provides guided practice on finding information, recording, and creating grade appropriate 

research-based writing, which includes: 

• selecting appropriate sources to obtain information to support an idea, topic or task in a piece of writing 

• recording information from research 

• analyzing gathered information for relevance and support of the topic 

• determining what information should be included in the writing project  

• organizing information in a logical manner 

• relating the information learned during research to enhance an idea or opinion about a topic 

 

Students participate in creating short research-based products (e.g. time-line, flowchart, web, model, newspaper article, 

press release, poster, brochure). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harcourt: 
3-2 Theme 2: 167C- D, 193E – F, 221E-F, 
261E-F 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 10 Writing a Research Report, TE: 354a-
375 
 
Science: 
Rocks and Minerals TG 
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Writing Standards 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 

3.W.8  
Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources; take brief notes on sources and sort 
evidence into provided categories. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

conducts minimal research and 
recalls some information from 

experiences and sources, sorting 
evidence into provided categories 

while providing evidence that is not 
relevant to the categories 

conducts some research and recalls 
some information from experiences 
and sources, sorting evidence into 
provided categories while providing 

some evidence that may not be 
sorted into the provided categories 

 

conducts research and recalls 
information from experiences and 
sources, sorting relevant evidence 

into provided categories 

conducts focused research and 
recalls applicable information from 
experiences and sources, sorting 
relevant evidence into provided 

categories 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models recalling information from experiences or gathering pertinent information from print and digital sources 

(e.g., books, periodicals, credible online resources, focused notes) and organizing notes in a related way. 

 

Teacher guides students through the process of collecting information and translating it into a coherent way, including: 

• taking brief notes from sources 

• sorting evidence into provided categories 

 

Students recall experiences or gather and organize information from various sources (e.g., books, interviews, Internet) 

to appropriately sort evidence into provided categories. 

 

 

Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: R45 
3-2 Theme 1: R8, 9, 13 
 
Science Kits and Topics 
 
Social Studies Textbook and Topics 

 

 

3.W.9 (Begins in grade 4) 
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Writing Standards 

Range of Writing 

3.W.10  
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day 
or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides time for daily writing to include: 

• various tasks (e.g., opinion, informative/explanatory, narrative)  

• various purposes (e.g., to persuade, inform, entertain) 

• various audiences 

• various academic areas 

• a variety of time frames 

 

Students compose multiple pieces of writing in a variety of time frames, in multiple content areas, and for different 

tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Houghton Mifflin:  
Unit 7 Writing a Personal Narrative  
Unit 8 Writing a Story 
Unit 9 Writing Instructions  
Unit 10 Writing a Research Report 
Unit 11 Writing to Express an Opinion 
Unit 12 Writing to Persuade 
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Writing Standards: Foundational Skills 

Sound-letter basics and Handwriting 

3.WF.1  
Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills (a, b). 
 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

a. Read and write cursive 

letters, upper and lower case. 

 

The teacher models: 

• proper pencil grip, writing posture, paper placement. 

• proper letter formation. 

• correct starting position and direction of movement. 

• how to write with orientation to the line (baseline, midline, top line). 

• how cursive writing strokes are continuous. 

 

The students: 

• use proper letter formation. 

• write with orientation to the line (baseline, midline, top line). 

• use correct starting position and direction of movement. 

 

Students produce upper and lowercase letters in correct formation 

and in correct position on the paper, in isolation and in whole words. 

 

Handwriting Blackline Master Notebook: 
Grade 3 

b. Transcribe ideas legibly in 

cursive and manuscript, with 

appropriate spacing and 

indentation. 

 

Teacher models the use of spacing and indentation when writing. 

Students apply the use of appropriate spacing and indentation when writing 

texts of varied lengths in either cursive or manuscript. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.WF.2 (Standard ends at grade 2.) 
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Writing Standards: Foundational Skills 

Spelling 

3.WF.3  
Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns (a, b, c, d, e). 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

a. Spell single-syllable words 
with less common and 
complex graphemes (eg., 
ough, augh, old,  
-ind, -ost, -ild families). 

Teacher models how to write grade-appropriate letter patterns (phoneme by 

phoneme; grapheme by grapheme). 

Students spell on-level single-syllable words within writing and across all 

content areas. 

Harcourt Spelling 
 
Sound Spelling Mapping 
 
Dictionaries, Glossaries, Thesauri 
Online resources 

 
Harcourt Spelling 

 
Fry’s High-Frequency List (MPS) 

b. Identify language of origin for 
words, as noted in 
dictionaries. 

Teacher guides students on determining word origin within resources such as 

a dictionary (clarification of abbreviations may be necessary). 

Discuss the relationship between word origin, spelling patterns, and 

pronunciation. 

c. Spell singular and plural 
possessives (eg., teacher’s, 
teachers’). 

Teacher models forming singular and plural possessive words in isolation and 

within context in their writing pieces. Students spell singular and plural 

possessive words within writing and across all content areas. 

d. Spell regular two-and three-
syllable words that: 

1. Combine all basic syllable types: 
closed, VCe  
( Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, 
vowel team, vowel-r, and consonant 
le. 
2. Include common, transparent 
prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, 
sub-, un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, 
-tion). 

Teacher models how to write grade-appropriate letter patterns (phoneme by 

phoneme; grapheme by grapheme). 

Students spell on-level two- and three-syllable words within writing and across 

all content areas. 

Teacher models how to spell words with these prefixes and suffixes in isolation 

and within context in their writing pieces. 

Students spell words with these prefixes and suffixes in isolation and within 

context in their writing pieces. 

e. Spell grade-level appropriate 
words in English, as found in 
a research-based list  

(*See guidelines under Word 
Lists in the ELA Glossary), including:  
1. Irregular words. 
2. Pattern-based words. 

Students correctly write 250 of the most frequently used words by the end of 

the year. 

From the Arizona ELA Standards Glossary: Using a researched-based list 

selected at the local level that contains irregular words and pattern based 

words, students will be able to spell 250 of the most frequently used words. 

Two hundred fifty words is a guideline and a cumulative goal. 

http://www.mpsaz.org/tl_support/elem-ela/elementary/read_el/elem_read_intra/assessment-resources/k-3litresources


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Language Arts Standards Implementation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THIRD GRADE—SPEAKING and LISTENING STANDARDS  

  



Speaking and Listening: Flexible communication and collaboration 

The Arizona Speaking and Listening standards require students to develop a range of broad oral communication and interpersonal skills. They 

include, but are not limited to, the skills necessary for formal presentations. Students must learn to work together; express and listen carefully to 

ideas; integrate information from oral, visual, quantitative, and media sources; evaluate what they hear; use media and visual displays strategically 

to help achieve communicative purposes; and adapt speech to context and task. 
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Speaking and Listening Standards 

Comprehension and Collaboration 

3.SL.1  
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-to-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 3 
topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.          

                            This standard continues onto the next page. 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Students take part in a variety of rich, structured conversations.  

Students actively engage as part of a whole class, in small groups, and with a partner, sharing the roles of participant, 

leader, and observer.  

Students engage in collaborative conversations (e.g., book groups, literature circles, buddy reading), and develop skills 

in active listening and group discussion (e.g., looking at the speaker, taking turns, linking ideas to the speaker’s idea, 

sharing the floor). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harcourt: 
Listening and Speaking, xxii- xxiii 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 1-5 
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Speaking and Listening Standards 

Comprehension and Collaboration 

3.SL.1  
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-to-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 3 
topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly (a, b, c, d). 
 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

a. Come to discussions 
prepared, having read or 
studied required material; 
explicitly draw on that 
preparation and other 
information known about the 
topic to explore ideas under 
discussion. 

Teacher models and provides direct instruction in connecting classroom preparedness and active engagement (e.g., 

role playing, organizing materials to take home, writing down assignments in a systematic manner). 

Teacher sets clear expectations for being prepared to actively participate in classroom discussions. Examples: 

• completing homework 

• reading required materials 

• coming to class with necessary materials 

Students demonstrate responsibility by coming prepared to engage in classroom topics and discussions. 

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for 
discussions (e.g., gaining the 
floor in respectful ways, 
listening to others with care, 
speaking one at a time about 
the topics and texts under 
discussion). 

 Teacher explains and sets clear expectations for: 

• active listening (e.g., looking at the speaker, nodding your head)  

• speaking (e.g., topic maintenance) 

• conversing/discussing (e.g., taking turns, sharing ideas that are relevant to the topic) 

Students participate in discussions by listening to others and taking turns when sharing ideas. 

 

c. Ask questions to check 
understanding of information 
presented, stay on topic, and 
link their comments to the 
remarks of others. 

Teacher models using think-alouds to generate clarifying questions and checks for understanding of information. 

Students take turns asking and answering clarifying questions. 

Teacher models topic maintenance (staying on topic within the same conversation). 

Students share and respond to ideas, information, opinions, and questions that connect with the conversation. 

d. Explain their own ideas and 
understanding based on the 
discussion. 

 
 

Teacher models how to make personal connections (e.g., text to self, text to text, text to world) during classroom 

discussions. 

Students participate in classroom discussions and make personal connections. 
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Speaking and Listening Standards 

Comprehension and Collaboration 

3.SL.2  
Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats, including 
visually, quantitatively, and orally. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

identifies details of a text read aloud 
or information presented in diverse 

media and formats, including visually, 
quantitatively, and orally 

identifies the main ideas and 
supporting details of a text read aloud 

or information presented in diverse 
media and formats, including visually, 

quantitatively, and orally 

determines the main ideas and 
supporting details of a text read aloud 

or information presented in diverse 
media and formats, including visually, 

quantitatively, and orally 

accurately summarizes the main 
ideas and supporting details of a text 

read aloud or information presented in 
diverse media and formats, including 

visually, quantitatively, and orally 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides direct instruction in summarizing the main idea and most important details from a variety of media 

and formats (e.g., read-alouds, graphs, interactive whiteboard presentations, videos, e-books). 

 

Teacher guides students to use key details to determine the main idea from text read aloud or information from diverse 

media and formats. 

 

Students work with a partner or group to identify important details and determine the main idea from either text read 

aloud or information from diverse media and formats.  

 

Students determine the main idea with support by citing supporting details from what was heard, read, or seen. 

 

Students identify and retell key details from either text read aloud or information from diverse media and formats. 

 

 

 

Houghton Mifflin:  
TE: 307 
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Speaking and Listening Standards 

Comprehension and Collaboration 

3.SL.3  
Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate elaboration and detail. 
 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

asks and answers simple questions 
about information from a speaker 

asks and answers explicit questions 
about information from a speaker 

asks and answers questions about 
information from a speaker, offering 
appropriate elaboration and detail 

asks and answers complex questions 
about information from a speaker, 

offering relevant and effective 
elaboration and detail 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models using question words in order to get additional information, to clarify something not understood, or to 

elaborate and expand on information. 

 

Students ask and answer questions to gather and clarify information or to elaborate and expand on information. 
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Speaking and Listening Standards 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas 

3.SL.4  
Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly 
at an understandable pace. 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher provides direct instruction in how to determine relevant vs. irrelevant details within a topic or text. 

 

Teacher provides direct instruction in using descriptive details to report on a topic/text, tell a story, or recount an 

experience that describe: 

• who, what, when, where, why, how 

• mood/tone 

• sensory details 

• perspective 

 

Teacher provides guided practice in using rich details to tell a story, report on a topic, or recount an experience while 

using rate and speech that is appropriate to the task. 

 

Students tell a story, report on a topic, or recount an experience using details and complete sentences while using an 

appropriate rate of speech and clear articulation. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 7: Communication Link TE: 285 
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Speaking and Listening Standards 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas 

3.SL.5  
Create audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an understandable pace; add visual displays when 
appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain facts or details. 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher uses audio and visual representations (e.g., multi-media technology, sound bites, audio books, drawings, 

paintings, charts, realia, photos, PowerPoint presentation, pictures) to model how to present stories and poems in an 

engaging, understandable way. 

 

Teacher guides students in how to create audio and visual representations to present stories and poems in an 

engaging, understandable way. 

 

Students create audio representations of stories and poems that are fluid and presented at an appropriate rate of 

speech. 

 

Students use visual displays to emphasize and enhance facts and details about their stories and poems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: H41 
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Speaking and Listening Standards 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas 

3.SL.6 
Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested detail or clarification (See grade 3 
Language standards 1 and 3 for specific expectations). 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher prompts students to expand upon ideas using complete sentences when speaking.  
 

Students will speak in complete sentences that include:  

• correct grammar  

• subject-verb agreement 

• specific vocabulary 

• complex sentences 
 

*See grade 3 Language Standards 1 and 3 for specific expectations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 377 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Language Arts Standards Implementation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THIRD GRADE—LANGUAGE STANDARDS  



Language: Conventions, Effective Use, and Vocabulary 

The Arizona Language standards include the essential “rules” of standard written and spoken English, approaching language as a matter of craft 

and informed choice. The vocabulary standards focus on understanding words and phrases, their relationships and nuances, and on acquiring new 

vocabulary, particularly general academic and domain-specific words and phrases. The inclusion of Language standards in their own strand should 

not be taken as an indication that skills related to conventions, effective language use, and vocabulary are unimportant to reading, writing, speaking 

and listening; in fact, they are inseparable from each other.  

 

  



Language Strand—Standards 1 and 2 Progressive Skills by Grade  
 

The Language standards offer a focus for instruction each year to help ensure that students gain adequate mastery of a range of skills and applications. Students 
advancing through the grades are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and understandings mastered in 
preceding grades. The skills are likely to require continued attention in higher grades as they are applied to increasingly sophisticated writing and speaking. 

 

 

Kindergarten         
Form regular plural nouns orally by adding /s/ or /es/ 
Use the most frequently occurring prepositions  
Capitalize the first word in a sentence and the pronoun I 
Recognize and name end punctuation 

 
1st Grade 

Use common, proper, and possessive nouns 
Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs 
Use personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future 
Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative,  
interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences 
Capitalize dates and names of people 
Use end punctuation for sentences 
Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series 

 
2nd Grade 

Use collective nouns 
Form and use frequently occurring irregular plural nouns 
Use reflexive pronouns 
Form and use the past tense of frequently occurring  
irregular verbs 
Use adjectives and adverbs, and choose between them  
depending on what is to be modified 
Produce, expand, and rearrange complete simple and compound  
sentences 
Capitalize holidays, product names, and geographic names 
Use commas in greetings and closings of letters 
Use an apostrophe to form contractions and possessives 

 

 

 

 

3rd Grade 
Explain the function of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in 
general and their functions in particular sentences 
Form and use regular and irregular plural nouns 
Use abstract nouns 
Form and use regular and irregular verbs 
Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement 
Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs, and 
choose between them depending on what is to be modified 
Use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions 
Produce simple, compound, and complex sentences 
Capitalize appropriate words in titles 
Use commas in addresses 
Use commas and quotation marks in dialogue 
Form and use possessives 
Use conventional spelling for high-frequency and other studied words and for 
adding suffixes to base words 

 
4th Grade 

Use relative pronouns and relative adverbs 
Form and use the progressive verb tenses 
Use modal auxiliaries to convey various conditions 
Order adjectives within sentences according to conventional patterns 
Form and use prepositional phrases 
Correctly use frequently confused words  
Use commas and quotation marks to mark direct speech and quotations 
from a text 
Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction in a compound sentence 

 



 

Language Strand—Standards 1 and 2 Progressive Skills by Grade 

5th Grade 
Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections  
in general and their function in particular sentences 
Form and use the perfect verb tenses 
Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences,  
states, and conditions 
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense 
Use correlative conjunctions 
Use punctuation to separate items in a series 
Use a comma to separate an introductory element from  
the rest of the sentence 
Use a comma to set off the words yes and no, to set off a tag  
question from the rest of the sentence, and to indicate direct address 
Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles of works 

 

6th Grade 
Ensure that pronouns are in the proper case 
Use intensive pronouns 
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number  
and person 
Recognize and correct vague pronouns 
Recognize variations from standard English in their own and others’ 
writing  
and speaking, and identify and use strategies to improve expression in  
conventional language 
Use punctuation to set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements 

 

7th Grade 
Explain the function of phrases and clauses in general and their  
function in specific sentences 
Choose among simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex  
sentences to signal differing relationships among ideas 
Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing and correcting  
misplaced and dangling modifiers 

             Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives 

 

 

 

 

8th Grade 
Explain the function of verbals (gerunds, participles, infinitives) in 
general and their function in particular sentences 
Form and use verbs in the active and passive voice 
Form and use verbs in the indicative, imperative, interrogative, 
conditional, and subjunctive mood 
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb voice and 
mood 
Use punctuation (comma, ellipsis, dash) to indicate a pause or 
break 
Use an ellipsis to indicate an omission 

 

9th/10th Grade 
Use parallel structure 
Use a semicolon (and perhaps a conjunctive adverb) to link two or 
more closely related independent clauses 
Use a colon to introduce a list or quotation 

 

11th/12th Grade 
Apply the understanding that usage is a matter of convention, can 
change over time, and is sometimes contested  
Resolve issues of complex or contested usage, consulting 
references  
Observe hyphenation conventions 
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Language Standards 

Conventions of Standard English 

3.L.1  
Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j). 

This standard continues onto the next page. 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

demonstrates command of grammar 
in simple sentences 

demonstrates command of grammar 
in simple and compound sentences 
including a limited understanding of 

the function of common and 
straightforward nouns, pronouns, 

adjectives, adverbs, and conjunctions 

demonstrates command of grammar 
in simple, compound, and complex 
sentences, including the function of 

nouns (plural and abstract), pronouns, 
adjectives (comparative and 

superlative), adverbs (comparative 
and superlative), conjunctions 

(coordinating and subordinating), 
verbs (regular and irregular) and 

simple verb tenses, and subject-verb 
and pronoun-antecedent agreement 

demonstrates strong command of 
grammar in simple, compound, and 
complex sentences, including the 

function of nouns (plural and 
abstract), pronouns, adjectives 
(comparative and superlative), 

adverbs (comparative and 
superlative), conjunctions 

(coordinating and subordinating), 
verbs (regular and irregular) and verb 

tenses, and subject-verb and 
pronoun-antecedent agreement 

 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher guides students to create word banks for each part of speech and adds vocabulary from classwork to reinforce 
application of conventions of standard English.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit 1 TE: 44- 47 

 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 2 TE: 68, 69, 72 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 3 TE: 104 -105, 118 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 3 TE: 118 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 3 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 4 
 
Harcourt: 
3-1 Theme 1: 153 G 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
Unit 1 TE:  32 – 49 
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Language Standards 

Conventions of Standard English 

3.L.1  
Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j). 
 

This standard continues onto the next page. 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

a. Explain the function of nouns, 
pronouns, verbs, adjectives, 
and adverbs in general and 
their functions in particular 
sentences. 

Teacher reviews the definition of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.  

Teacher models and guides students in how to apply their knowledge of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and 

adverbs when speaking or writing in complete sentences. 

Students speak and write using complete sentences that include nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. 

 

b. Form and use regular and 
irregular plural nouns. 

 Teacher models and guides students in identifying and correctly using regular and irregular plural nouns.  

Students speak or write using appropriate regular and irregular plural nouns in context. 

c. Use abstract nouns (e.g., 
childhood). 

Teacher models and guides students in identifying and correctly using nouns that cannot be experienced with the five 

senses (e.g., joy, idea, freedom, happiness). 

Students speak and write sentences using abstract nouns. 
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Language Standards 

Conventions of Standard English 

3.L.1  
Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j). 
 

This standard continues onto the next page. 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

d. Form and use regular and 
irregular verbs. 

Teacher models and guides students in identifying and correctly using regular verbs in the correct tense: 

• present—an action that happens now (e.g., I cook, She cooks) 

• past—an action that has already happened (e.g., cooked) 

• future—an action that is going to happen (e.g., will cook) 
Teacher models and guides students in identifying and correctly using irregular verbs in the correct tense: 

• present tense (e.g., be, have, do) 

• past tense (irregular verbs do not add –ed to form the past tense) 

 

Subject Present Tense Past Tense 

I am was 

you, we, you, they are were 

she, he, it is was 

Students speak and write using appropriate regular and irregular past tense verbs. 

 

e. Form and use the simple verb 
tenses (e.g., I walked; I walk; 
I will walk). 
 

Teacher reviews the form and use of verbs in the present, past, and future tenses (e.g., I skip, I skipped, I will skip). 

Students speak and write using simple verb tenses correctly. 

 

f. Ensure subject-verb and 
pronoun-antecedent 
agreement. 

Teacher models and guides students to know that there is agreement between the subject and verb (e.g., She plays, 

We eat, Lisa jumps, Maria and Annie run). 

Teacher models and guides students to know that the selection of a pronoun depends on the noun(s) in the preceding 

sentence or sentences. (e.g., Pat and Deb went shopping. They bought some new clothes.) 

Students speak and write using correct subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement. 

The teacher provides direct instruction on subject and predicate. 
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Language Standards 

Conventions of Standard English 

3.L.1  
Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j). 
 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

g. Form and use comparative 
and superlative adjectives 
and adverbs, and choose 
between them depending on 
what is to be modified. 
 

Teacher reviews the function of adjectives and adverbs. 

 

Teacher provides direct instruction in regular (e.g., big, bigger, biggest) and irregular (e.g., good, better, best) 

comparatives and superlatives. 

h. Use coordinating and 
subordinating conjunctions. 

Teacher provides direct instruction in the different conjunction types. 

 

A coordinating conjunction is used to show a relationship between two equally important words, phrases or clauses. 

Coordinating conjunctions include and, but, for, nor, or, so, and yet. Examples: 

• I like ice cream and pie. 

• We can go to the park or ride our bikes. 

• I want to go, but I have to do my homework. 

 

A subordinating conjunction begins a dependent clause. A dependent clause must be attached to an independent 

clause or it is considered a sentence fragment. Subordinating conjunctions include before, after, because, since, 

where, if, while, and unless. Examples: 

• I like ice cream after dinner. 

• We can go to the park because it’s sunny. 

• I want to go since my friends are there. 

 

Students use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in their speaking and writing.  
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Language Standards 

Conventions of Standard English 

3.L.1  
Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j). 
 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

i. Produce simple, 
compound, and complex 
sentences. 

Teacher provides direct instruction on the three sentence types used in speaking and writing. 

A simple sentence contains a subject and verb. It expresses a single complete thought. A simple sentence is a single 

independent clause.  

Examples: 

• The cat crept through the dark house. 

• The mouse hid under the box. 

• Robin picked out a new pink bike. 

 

A compound sentence contains two independent clauses. Coordinating conjunctions join these independent clauses. 

Examples: 

• The cat did not catch the mouse, but the mouse was still scared. 

• The mouse hid under the box, and the cat searched for him. 

• Robin got a new bike, but it was not the one she really wanted. 

 

A complex sentence is an independent clause joined by one or more dependent clauses. A subordinating conjunction 

begins the dependent clauses. Examples: 

• After the cat chased the mouse, he decided to take a nap. 

• The mouse ate some cheese because he was hungry. 

• Robin got a new bike since she got all A’s on her report card. 

 

Students correctly use a variety of simple, compound, and complex sentences in their speaking and writing. 

 

j. Write one or more 
paragraphs that explain a 
main idea within a topic 
and support it with details 
and conclusions/closure. 

• Explain a main idea 

• Provide supporting details 

• Include an appropriate conclusion/closure 
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Language Standards 

Conventions of Standard English 

3.L.2  
Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing (a, b, c, d). 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                       This standard continues onto the next page. 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

demonstrates limited command of 
capitalization conventions in titles and 
of commas in addresses; spells high-

frequency words correctly 

demonstrates command of 
capitalization conventions in titles and 
of commas in addresses; spells high- 
frequency words correctly and uses 
spelling patterns and generalizations 

in writing unknown words 

demonstrates command of 
capitalization conventions in titles, 

commas in addresses, commas and 
quotation marks in dialogue, and how 
to form and use possessives; spells 
high-frequency words correctly; uses 
spelling patterns and generalizations 

in writing unknown words and for 
adding suffixes to bases 

demonstrates strong command of 
capitalization conventions in titles, 

commas in addresses, commas and 
quotation marks in dialogue, and how 
to form and use possessives; spells 
most words correctly; uses spelling 

patterns and generalizations in writing 
unknown words and for adding 

suffixes to bases, including use of 
complex patterns and irregularly 

spelled words 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

a. Capitalize appropriate words 

in titles. 

Teacher models and guides students in use of capital letters in a title for the 

first word, last word, nouns, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives, and 

subordinating conjunctions. 

Students apply capitalization rules when writing titles. 

In previous grades students capitalized holidays, product names, geographic 

names, dates, names of people, first word in a sentence and the pronoun “I”.  

Houghton Mifflin: 

Unit 5 TE: H 51 Tools and Tips  

Harcourt: 

3-1 Theme 3: TE 279E-F, 387H, T43 

Houghton Mifflin: 

TE: 194 – 199, H53 

 

b. Use commas in addresses. Teacher models and guides students in the use of commas in addresses, such 

as between cities and states (e.g., Mesa, AZ). 

Teacher models and guides students in the use of commas when directly 

addressing someone/something, regardless of whether the direct address is at 

the beginning or end of the sentence. If the direct address is in the middle of a 

sentence, use a pair of commas to set off the direct address.  

Examples: 

• Jackie, it is time to go to school. 

• It is time to go to school, Jackie. 

• It is time, Jackie, to go to school. 

• Mom said, “Jackie, go to school.” 

Students apply the correct use of commas in addresses. 
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Language Standards 

Conventions of Standard English 

3.L.2  
Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing (a, b, c, d). 
                                                                                                                                                                                        

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

c. Use commas and quotation 

marks in dialogue. 

 

Teacher models and guides students in how to use commas to separate the 

exact words of a speaker from the rest of the sentence.  

 

Teacher models and guides students in how to use quotation marks around a 

speaker’s exact words in dialogue. 

 

Students apply correct use of commas and quotation marks in dialogue. 
 

Houghton Mifflin: 

Unit 5 TE: H 51 Tools and Tips  

Harcourt: 

3-1 Theme 3: TE 279E-F, 387H, T43 

Houghton Mifflin: 

TE: 194 – 199, H53 

 
d. Form and use possessives. Teacher provides direct instruction in forming and using: 

• singular ’s possessives (the boy’s hat) 

• plural s’ possessives (the boys’ hats) 

• possessives for words that end in an s (Chris’ hat) 

• possessive pronouns (his hat) 

 

Students correctly form and use possessives in speaking and writing. 
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Language Standards 

Knowledge of Language 

3.L.3  
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening (a, b).        

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

chooses words/phrases without 
concern for effect 

chooses words/phrases for effect and 
recognizes the differences between 

spoken and written English 

chooses words/phrases for effect and 
recognizes and observes the 

differences between spoken and 
written English 

carefully chooses words/phrases for 
effect and to strengthen the message 

of the writing; recognizes and 
observes the differences between 

spoken and written English 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

a. Choose words and phrases 
for effect. 

Teacher guides students through the process of selecting words and phrases 

to make their verbal and written expression more interesting with sentence 

examples containing various shades of meaning to help determine the 

effectiveness of word choice (e.g., more or less interesting, vivid, clear, etc.). 

Teacher provides examples of how authors use words and phrases to engage 

the reader (e.g., figurative language, onomatopoeia, shades of meaning).  

Shades of meaning example:  

Happy 

Glad 

Joyful 

Merry 

Thrilled 

Delighted 

Ecstatic 

Elated 

Teacher should use an anchor chart for clarification. 

Students focus on word choice 

Harcourt: 

3-2 Theme 1-3: R11 - R 13 

Houghton Mifflin:  
TE: 273 
 
Houghton Mifflin: 
TE: 1 - 3 

b. Recognize and observe 
differences between the 
conventions of spoken and 
written Standard English. 

Teacher provides examples of formal and informal language and how they 

differ depending upon the audience (e.g., texting, playground conversations, 

notes to friends, speaking with a principal or leader, presenting in front of the 

class). 

Students use audience appropriate language when speaking and writing. 
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Language Standards 

Vocabulary and Acquisition Use 

3.L.4  
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, 
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies (a, b, c, d).   

                                                                                         This standard continues onto the next page. 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

clarifies the meaning of unknown 
words using immediate, explicit 

context clues 

clarifies the meaning of multiple-
meaning words using sentence-level 
context clues; clarifies the meaning of 

unknown words using morphology 
(grade-level roots and affixes) and/or 

reference resources 

 

clarifies the meaning of unknown and 
multiple-meaning words using 
sentence-level context clues, 

morphology (grade-level roots and 
affixes), and/or reference resources 

clarifies the meaning of unknown and 
multiple-meaning words using 
sentence- and paragraph-level 

context clues, morphology (roots and 
affixes), and/or reference resources 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher guides students to understand that some words have more than one meaning depending on how the word is 
used in the context of the sentence or paragraph. 
 
Students use explicit context clue strategies to determine the meaning of unknown or multiple meaning words in a 
sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harcourt: 
Vocabulary Instruction, xii, xiii 
Harcourt: 
See Vocabulary 
3-1 Theme 1: 68, 68L, 304, 304L 3-2 Theme 2: 
400L 
Houghton Mifflin:  
TE: H11 – H13 
Harcourt: 3-1 Theme 3: 303C, 304I, 308, 314, 
328, 355B 
Houghton Mifflin:  
TE: H14, H15 
Supplemental Resources: 
Teaching Phonics & Word Study in the 
Intermediate Grades: A Complete Sourcebook 
by Wiley Blevins 
Harcourt:3-1 Theme 3: 387A, 407A  
Supplemental Resources:  
Decoding and Instruction in the Intermediate 

Grades by Wiley Blevins 

Florida Center for Reading Research– (Student 

Center Activities) 

Harcourt: 

3-1 Themes 1–3: R14–R17 

Houghton Mifflin: 

TE: H17–H19 

Science: 

How Many Ants in an Anthill TG 
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Language Standards 

Vocabulary and Acquisition Use 

3.L.4  
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, 
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies (a, b, c, d).     
                                                                         

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

a. Determine the meaning of the 
new word formed when a 
known affix is added to a 
known word (e.g., 
agreeable/disagreeable, 
comfortable/uncomfortable, 
care/careless, heat/preheat). 

Teacher provides direct instruction in the meanings of common affixes.  
Common affixes include: 

• prefixes (e.g., un, re, in, im, ir, il)  

• suffixes (e.g., s, es, ed, ing, ly) 
 
Students determine new word meanings based on the affix used. 
Common affixes include but are not limited to: 

• prefixes (un, re, in, im, er, il) 

• suffixes (s, es, ed, ing, ly) 

b. Use a known root word as a 
clue to the meaning of an 
unknown word with the same 
root (e.g., company, 
companion). 

Teacher provides direct instruction and strategies in understanding the meaning of an unknown word by using prior 
knowledge of affixes. 
 

Students determine new word meanings using known roots.  

tricycle: tri—three and cycle—wheels 
tricycle—three wheels 

Teacher extends the knowledge of affixes and root words to gain understanding of an unknown word. “If I know tricycle 
means a bike with three wheels, I can determine the meaning of bicycle—a bike with two wheels, and unicycle—a bike 
with one wheel.” 

c. Use sentence-level context 
as a clue to the meaning of a 
word or phrase. 

Teacher models strategies for reading a sentence that contains an unknown word and using context clues 
(surrounding words/sentences) to gather meaning. 
 
Teachers model using cloze strategies. 

d. Use glossaries or beginning 
dictionaries, both print and 
digital, to determine or clarify 
the precise meaning of key 
words and phrases. 

Teacher explains and provides examples to demonstrate the difference between a glossary (alphabetical list of words 
and definitions from a specific book) and a dictionary (a reference that lists words in alphabetical order and offers 
possible meanings). 
Teacher provides direct instruction in using guidewords to aid in locating words in a dictionary using print or electronic 
resources. 
Teacher models using think-alouds to show how to determine which definition matches the meaning needed. 
Students use glossaries and dictionaries to apply strategies for determining meaning of words and phrases. 
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Language Standards 

Vocabulary and Acquisition Use 

3.L.5                                                                               
Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings (a, b, c).    

                       This standard continues onto the next page. 

Minimally Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient Highly Proficient 

recognizes simple figurative 
language, simple word relationships, 

and nuances in word meanings; 
identifies explicit real-life connections 
between words and their use (e.g., 
describe people who are friendly or 

helpful) 

demonstrates understanding of 
simple figurative language, simple 
word relationships, and nuances in 

word meanings; recognizes the literal 
and nonliteral use of words and 

phrases in context (e.g., take steps); 
identifies real-life connections 

between words and their use (e.g., 
describe people who are friendly or 

helpful) 
 

demonstrates understanding of 
figurative language, word 

relationships, and nuances in word 
meanings; distinguishes the literal 

and nonliteral meanings of words and 
phrases in context (e.g., take steps); 

identifies real-life connections 
between words and their use (e.g., 
describe people who are friendly or 

helpful); distinguishes shades of 
meaning among related words that 

describe states of mind or degrees of 
certainty (e.g., knew, believed, 
suspected, heard, wondered) 

demonstrates understanding of 
complex figurative language, complex 

word relationships, and subtle 
nuances in word meanings; 

distinguishes the literal and nonliteral 
meanings of words and phrases in 
context (e.g., take steps); identifies 

subtle or complex real-life 
connections between words and their 

use (e.g., describe people who are 
friendly or helpful); distinguishes 
subtle shades of meaning among 

related words that describe states of 
mind or degrees of certainty (e.g., 
knew, believed, suspected, heard, 

wondered) 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher guides students in understanding the difference between literal and nonliteral meanings of words/phrases and 
uses examples from context (e.g., wait a second means more time is needed). 

 

 

 

 

 

Harcourt:  

3-1 Theme 2: 193 

3-2 Theme 2: 167I, 203, 247 

Harcourt: 

3-2 Theme 1: 35G, 35H 

 
Houghton Mifflin: 

TE: 160–161 

Houghton Mifflin: 

See Thesaurus Plus  

TE: H67–H76 
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Language Standards 

Vocabulary and Acquisition Use 

3.L.5  
Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings (a, b, c). 
 

 MPS Examples for Support and Clarification 

a. Distinguish the literal and 
nonliteral meanings of words 
and phrases in context. (e.g., 
take steps). 

Students refer to different words and phrases in context that have different meanings to determine if the meaning is 
literal or nonliteral.   
 
Students apply knowledge of literal and nonliteral meaning of words and phrases in context to understand text. 
 

b. Identify real-life connections 
between words and their 
uses (e.g., describe people 
who are friendly or helpful). 

Teacher explains that an adjective describes a noun by answering what kind, which one, how many, or how much 
(e.g., a legendary songwriter, that shy woman, several smart students). 

 
Teacher explains that an adverb describes a verb, an adjective, or another adverb by answering where, when, how, or 
to what extent. (e.g., Everyone played magnificently.) 

 
Teacher guides students to identify and/or generate adjectives and adverbs to help describe words.  

 
Students use appropriate adjectives and adverbs in their speaking and writing. 
 

c. Distinguish shades of 
meaning among related 
words that describe states of 
mind or degrees of certainty 
(e.g., knew, believed, 
suspected, heard, and 
wondered). 

Teacher explains that synonyms are words that are similar and vary in degree of meaning. 

 
Teacher explains that the author purposefully utilizes words to make meaning precise, vivid, and geared toward a 
specific audience. (e.g., “That was a bad experience.” versus “That was an atrocious, horrific experience.”) 
Teacher guides students to use knowledge of word choice and vocabulary to determine meanings of synonyms.  

 
Teacher guides students to recognize the slight variations in words that describe states of mind or degrees of certainty. 

 
Students place words in a continuum according to the intensity of their meanings.   

 
Students use knowledge of shades of meaning to add precision to meaning when speaking and writing. 
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Language Standards 

Vocabulary and Acquisition Use 

3.L.6  
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general academic, and domain-specific words and phrases, including 
those that signal spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that night, we went looking for them). 
 

MPS Examples for Support and Clarification MPS Resources 

Teacher models extending meaning by using: 

• general academic words and phrases: Tier II words, those that are high frequency/highly functional that aid in 

comprehension of text (e.g., explain, modify, engage, evaluate, influence) 

• domain-specific words and phrases: Tier III words, those that are specific to a particular subject area (e.g., 

photosynthesis, migration, equation, Iditarod) 

• spatial relationships:  words that signify "where" the subject of a sentence is or "where" the action is taking 

place (e.g., in front of, above, between, nearby) 

• temporal relationships: words that express time (e.g., before, after, while, during, from . . . to, until) or verb 

tenses that express time (e.g., playing, played, will play) 

 

Students use grade-appropriate general academic and domain specific words/phrases, including words that express 

temporal and spatial relationships, when speaking and writing. 

 

 

 

 

Houghton Mifflin:  

TE: 18 
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Glossary of Key Terms 

Revised December 2017 

abstract noun a word describing a quality, state, action, or other intangible, such as joy, idea, movement 

academic vocabulary important terms that are critical to the understanding of any subject 

adage a traditional saying that expresses something considered to be a general truth 

adjective a word or word group that modifies or provides qualities or attributes to a noun  

adverb a word that modifies or specifies the mode of action of a verb 

affix a bound (nonword) morpheme that changes the meaning or function of a root or stem to which it is attached 

alliteration the repetition of the initial sounds in neighboring words or stressed syllables 

antecedent a word, phrase, or clause to which a following pronoun refers 

antonym a word opposite in meaning to another word 

author  a writer 

base word a word to which affixes may be added to create related words 

blend the joining of the sounds represented by two or more letters with minimal change in those sounds 

caption the explanatory comment or designation accompanying a pictorial illustration  

cause/effect 
a stated or implied association between an outcome and the conditions which brought it about; often an organizing principle in narrative and 

expository text 

central message what the author wants the reader to take away from the story 

chapter a main division of a book 

character a person or being represented in or acting in a story, drama, etc. 

characterization 
the way in which an author presents a character as by description, by what the character says, thinks, and does, or by what other characters say, 

think, or do about the character 

chronology an arrangement (as of events) in order of occurrence  

collective noun a noun that denotes a group of persons, animals, or things 

comma 
a punctuation mark that indicates a division in a sentence, as in setting off a word, phrase or clause; is used to separate items in a list; represents 

a slight pause in a sentence 

common noun a noun denoting a class or class member rather than a unique thing 
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Glossary of Key Terms 

Revised December 2017 

comparative adjectives comparative adjectives (-er, more, etc.) are used to compare the difference between two nouns 

complex sentence a sentence with one independent clause and one or more dependent clauses 

compound noun a group of two or more nouns treated as a meaning unit, such as student teacher, tree farm 

compound sentence a sentence with two or more coordinate independent clauses but no dependent clause 

conjunction a word used to connect words, phrases, clauses, or sentences 

connecting relating prior knowledge to text 

connotation the ideas or feelings associated with a word (can be neutral, positive, or negative) that are not part of its definition 

context 
the sounds, words, or phrases adjacent to a spoken or written language unit; the social or cultural situation in which a spoken or written 

message occurs 

coordinating conjunction connects two equivalent grammatical elements (and, or, but, etc.) 

correlative conjunction conjunctions used in pairs (either, or) 

credible source someone or something whose words, ideas, or notions are considered to be veritable and factual 

dash 
a mark of punctuation (—), technically known as an em dash, used to set off a word or phrase after an independent clause or to set off words, 

phrases, or clauses that interrupt a sentence 

declarative a sentence in the form of a statement 

denotation the relationship between a linguistic event and its referent, as book denotes the object "book" 

derivational affix a prefix or suffix added to a root or stem to form another word 

determiner 
a grammatical unit that occurs in conjunction with nouns and serves to point out certain semantic features such as quantity, number, or 

possession (the, those, her, some, first, etc.) 

dialogue a conversation between two or more persons or between a person and something else 

digraph two letters that represent one speech sound 

discourse the use of spoken or written language in a social context 

domain-specific vocabulary that are restricted to the specific subject or content area 

drama a play; a story in dramatic form, typically emphasizing conflict in key characters and written to be performed by actors 

electronic menu a list of available options, especially as displayed on a screen 
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Glossary of Key Terms 

Revised December 2017 

ellipsis a printed mark, usually three dots (...), used to indicate that something has been omitted from a text 

exclamatory a type of sentence that expresses strong feelings by making an exclamation, often punctuated by an exclamation point or marked by intonation 

explanatory a type of writing that explains by giving reasons or details in order to inform  

fable a short tale in prose or verse that teaches a moral, usually with animals and inanimate objects such as characters 

figure of speech the expressive, nonliteral use of language for special effects, usually through images, as in metaphor and personification 

first-person narration 
the use of I, me, we and other first-person pronouns to relate the thoughts, experiences, and observations of a narrator in a work of fiction or 

nonfiction 

folktale 
a narrative form, as an epic, legend, myth, fable, etc., that is or had been retold within a culture for generations and is well known through 

repeated storytelling 

functional text environmental print specifically intended to convey information, such as words on a cereal box 

genre a category used to classify literary works, usually by form, technique, or content 

grapheme a written or printed representation of a phoneme 

graphic aid  a visual explanation of concepts or relationships such as pictures, photographs, drawings, maps, charts, and graphs 

high-frequency word a word that appears many more times than most other words in spoken or written language 

homograph a word with the same spelling as another word, whether or not pronounced alike, such as pen (a writing instrument) vs. pen (an enclosure) 

hyphen 
a short horizontal mark of punctuation ( - ) used between the parts of a compound word or name or between the syllables of a word when 

divided at the end of a line 

icon a small image on a computer screen that represents something, such as a program or device, that is activated by a click 

idiom an expression that does not mean what it literally says  

imperative a sentence that gives advice or instructions or that expresses a request or command 

indefinite pronoun a pronoun without a specific referent, such as whoever, anybody 

inference a conclusion based on information that is stated or implied and information that is already known 

inferring determining what the author means but doesn’t say overtly 

inflection the process or result of changing the form of a word to express a syntactic function without changing the word's grammatical class 
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Glossary of Key Terms 

Revised December 2017 

informational text 
text designed to convey factual information, rather than tell or advance a narrative and may employ techniques such as lists, 

comparing/contrasting, or demonstrating cause/effect, and may be accompanied by graphs or charts 

intensive pronoun a pronoun ending in -self or -selves that serves to emphasize its antecedent 

interjection a word or phrase expressing sudden or strong emotion 

interrogative a sentence that asks a question 

irregular verb a verb that does not follow the normal patterns of inflectional changes of tense, such as go, went, gone as forms of to go 

irregular word 
a word that cannot be decoded because either (a) the sounds of the letters are unique to that word or a few words or (b) the student has not yet 

learned the letter-sound correspondences in the word  

letter-sound correspondence the principle that each letter represents a unit of sound 

linking word a word which shows a connection between clauses or sentences  

literal the most obvious or non-figurative sense of a word or words; language that is not perceived as metaphorical or ironic 

main idea the gist of a passage; central thought 

making mental images using words and senses to create a mental picture about the text 

mentor text a book used to teach a specific reading or writing strategy or skill 

metaphor a figure of speech in which a comparison is implied by analogy but is not stated 

meter the rhythmical pattern in verse, made up of stressed and unstressed syllables 

modal auxiliary a lexical term that gives special shades of meaning when attached to verbs (may in You may be right, but…) 

mood the emotional state of mind expressed by an author or artist in his or her work 

moral the lesson or principle contained in or taught by a fable, a story, or an event 

morphology the study of structure and forms of words 

myth an anonymous, usually primitive, story designed to explain the mysteries of life, generally with larger-than-life characters 

narrative a story, actual or fictional, expressed orally or in writing 

narrator the person who relates an account or story 

non-literal based on or making use of figures of speech; metaphorical or figurative language 

http://www.mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?unit
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Glossary of Key Terms 

Revised December 2017 

noun a part of speech that names or denotes persons, places, things, qualities, or acts 

opinion a belief or conclusion held with confidence but not substantiated by positive knowledge or proof 

organizational structure the arrangement of ideas, incidents, evidence, or details in a perceptible order in a paragraph or essay 

paragraph a group of closely related sentences that develop a central idea 

paraphrase the act or result of restating the meaning of something spoken or written in another form 

personal pronoun a pronoun that indicates the speaker, the person spoken to, or something spoken about, as I, you, it, etc. 

personification a metaphorical figure of speech in which animals, ideas, things, etc., are represented as having human qualities 

phoneme a minimal sound unit of speech that, when contrasted with another phoneme, affects the meaning of words in a language 

phonics a way of teaching reading and spelling that stresses symbol-sound relationships, used especially in beginning instruction 

plagiarism the process of copying another person's idea or written work and claiming it as original 

plot the structure of the action of a story 

poem 
a metrical form of composition in which word images are selected and expressed to create powerful, often beautiful impressions in the listener 

or reader 

poetry literature in metrical form 

point of view the way in which an author reveals his or her voice, as in characters, events, and ideas in telling a story 

possessive noun a noun form indicating ownership 

predicting using ideas in text and prior knowledge to create a thoughtful guess about what is about to happen 

prefix an affix attached before a base word or root 

preposition a class of function words that precede noun phrases to create prepositional phrases 

prepositional phrase a preposition plus the noun phrase that follows it 

progressive verb a verb phrase made with a form of be plus -ing that indicates an action or condition continuing in the present, past, or future 

pronoun-antecedent 

agreement 
the agreement between a pronoun and the word the pronoun replaces based upon perspective, number, and gender if applicable 

proper noun a noun that names a particular person, place, or thing 
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Glossary of Key Terms 

Revised December 2017 

prose written or spoken language that is not verse 

prosody the pitch, loudness, tempo, and rhythm patterns of spoken language 

proverb a short well-known saying that expresses an obvious truth and often offers advice 

pun a play on words that are the same or similar but different in meaning 

questioning wondering about words or ideas in text 

quotation the reproduction of the words of a speaker or writer 

realia real-life experiences and materials (e.g., coins, tools, games, toys, or other physical objects) used in teaching to enhance understanding  

recount summarize orally with main idea and the most important details in order 

reflexive pronoun a pronoun object that refers back to the subject, such as herself in Amanda cut herself 

regular verb a verb that follows a regular pattern of conjugation, such as talk, talks, talked as forms of to talk 

research 
methodical investigation into a subject in order to discover facts, to establish or revise a theory, or to develop a plan of action based on the facts 

discovered 

resolution the part of the story's plot line in which the problem of the story is resolved or worked out 

retell to relate or tell again or in a different form 

rhyme identical or very similar recurring final sounds in words within or, more often, at the ends of lines of verse 

rhythm the pattern of recurring strong and weak syllabic stress in speech 

root the basic part of a word that usually carries the main component of meaning and that cannot be further analyzed without loss of identity 

scene the place where an action or event occurs 

sensory experience an experience that promotes awareness of one or more of the five senses 

sequence a number of things, actions, or events arranged or happening in a specific order or having a specific connection 

setting the physical, psychological background, and point in time against which the action in a story takes place 

simile a comparison of two things that are similar, usually using the words like or as 

simple sentence a sentence with one subject and one predicate 
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Glossary of Key Terms 

Revised December 2017 

simple verb tense the time of a verb's action or state of being, such as past, present, or future 

stanza a group of lines in a poem or song with an identifiable pattern of meter and often rhyme 

story an imaginative tale shorter than a novel but with plot, characters, and setting; a prose or poetry narrative 

subject-verb agreement the correspondence of a verb with its subject in person and number, and of a pronoun with its antecedent in person, number, and gender 

suffix an affix attached to the end of a base, root, or stem that changes meaning or grammatical function of the word 

summary a brief statement that contains the essential ideas of a longer passage or selection 

superlative the form of three or more adjectives or adverbs that shows which thing has that quality above or below the level of the others 

syllabication the division of words into syllables 

syllable a minimal unit of sequential speech sounds comprised of a vowel sound or a vowel-consonant combination 

synonym one of two or more words that have highly similar meanings 

syntax the pattern or structure of word order in sentences, clauses, phrases 

temporal  referring to time 

text features typographical and visual elements that help readers preview and navigate text; serves as an aid to comprehension 

text structures the various patterns of ideas that are embedded in the organization of text 

theme the central topic, subject, or concept addressed in a story 

think-aloud a metacognitive technique or strategy in which the teacher verbalizes aloud while reading a selection orally, thus modeling the strategy 

third-person narration a narrative mode in which the primary characters within a written work are referred to by their names or relative pronouns 

tone the attitude the author takes towards the events in a text 

topic the general category or class of ideas, often stated in a word or phrase, to which the ideas of a passage as a whole belong 

transitional  the connection (a word, phrase, clause, sentence, or entire paragraph) between two parts of a piece of writing, contributing to cohesion 

verb a word used to show that an action is taking place or to indicate the existence of a state or condition 

visual cue a nonverbal communication tool that conveys a message 

word analysis a general, imprecise label applied to word identification or decoding 



 


